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AGENDA 
 

 Page Nos. 

PART I   

1  APOLOGIES   

 To receive apologies for absence, if any.  

2  MINUTES  3 - 6 

 To authorise the Chairman to sign, as a correct record, the minutes of the 
meeting of the Committee held on 14 June 2016 (copy attached). 

 

3  DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST   

 To receive declarations by Members of interests in respect of items on 
this Agenda.  
 
Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of 
Conduct, they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests 
or other registrable interests which have not already been declared in the 
Council’s Register of Interests.  (It is a criminal offence not to declare a 
disclosable pecuniary interest either in the Register or at the meeting.) 
 
Members may, however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and 
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such disclosable 
pecuniary interests which they have already declared in the Register, as 
well as any other registrable or other interests. 
 
If a Member requires advice on any item involving a possible declaration 
of interest which could affect his/her ability to speak and/or vote, he/she 
is advised to contact the Monitoring Officer at least 24 hours in advance 
of the meeting. 

 

4  LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS   

 To consider whether the items, if any, in Part II of the Agenda should be 
considered in the presence of the press and public. 

 

5  ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY  7 - 66 

 To consider the new Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols for 
implementation. 

 

6  ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE MISUSE POLICY  67 - 84 

 To consider the new Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy for 
implementation. 

 

PART II   

Private Section (exempt reasons under Schedule 12A of the Local 
Government Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government (Access to 
Information) (Variation) Order 2006, specified by way of paragraph 
number) 
 

There are no items in this part of the Agenda. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
 
Minutes of the proceedings at a meeting of the Human Resources Committee held 
in the Georgian Room, Kendal Town Hall, on Tuesday, 14 June 2016, at 2.00 p.m. 
 

Present 
 

Councillors 
 

 Annie Rawlinson (Chairman) 
Sylvia Emmott (Vice-Chairman) 

 
Roger Bingham 

Philip Dixon 
 

Chris Hogg 
Janette Jenkinson 

 

Sue Sanderson 
Mary Wilson 

 
Officers 

 
Debbie Storr Director of Policy and Resources (Monitoring Officer) 

Simon Rowley Assistant Director Neighbourhood Services 

Andrew Reay Human Resources Manager 

Paul Rogers Assistant Committee Services Officer 

 
HR/1 MINUTES  

 
RESOLVED – That the Chairman be authorised to sign, as a correct record, the 
minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 29 March 2016. 
 

HR/2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
RESOLVED – That it be noted that declarations of interest were made by 
Councillors Janette Jenkinson and Chris Hogg with regard to Minute No. HR/55. 
 

HR/3 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS  
 
RESOLVED – That the items in Part II of the Agenda be dealt with following the 
exclusion of the press and public. 
 

HR/4 TERMS OF REFERENCE  
 
RESOLVED – That the Terms of Reference for the Human Resources Committee 
be noted. 
 

HR/5 JOINT CONSULTATIVE PANEL - CONSTITUTION  
 
The Director of Policy and Resources (Monitoring Officer) outlined proposed 
changes to the Joint Consultative Panel Constitution. In addition to a number of 
minor amendments, there was an increase in the number of GMB representatives 
from one to two and a corresponding reduction in UNISON representatives from 
three to two. She also requested the Committee to ratify the Chairman’s 
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nomination that Councillor Sylvia Emmott be the other Human Resources 
Committee Member representative on the Panel with the Chairman and Portfolio 
Holder for Council Organisation and People. 
 
RESOLVED – That 
 
(1) the Joint Consultative Panel Constitution, as amended and presented at the 
meeting be approved; and  
 
(2) Councillor Sylvia Emmott be confirmed as the additional Human Resources 
Committee representative on the Joint Consultative Panel. 
 

HR/6 PROBATION POLICY  
 
The Human Resources Manager presented a report requesting the Committee to 
consider a new Probation Policy which would assist line managers in the effective 
completion of the probationary period by consolidating the current guidance in 
various elements into one policy. 
 
RESOLVED – That the new Probation Policy be approved for implementation. 
 

HR/7 ANNUAL HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORT  
 
The Director of Policy and Resources (Monitoring Officer) presented the Annual 
Health and Safety Report 2015/16 which been presented to Cabinet on 1 June 
2016. The report included an overview of performance across the Council.  
 
Members commended the improvements in safety performance and culture 
throughout the Council and the need to continue those trends. 
 
A Member made reference to the occurrence of aggressive behaviour towards 
employees in the reception area at South Lakeland House. The Director Policy 
and Resources (Monitoring Officer) advised that work was being carried out in that 
area to address concerns. 
 
The Assistant Director, Neighbourhood Services informed Members that the 
Benefits reception area had also been reviewed in relation to employee safety and 
public privacy on a number of occasions. 
 
RESOLVED – That the Health and Safety Report for 2015/16 be noted. 
 

HR/8 ANNUAL REPORT ON EMPLOYEE SICKNESS ABSENCE  FROM 1 APRIL 
2015 TO 31 MARCH 2016  
 
The Human Resources Manager presented the Annual Report on Employee 
Sickness Absence from 1 April 2015 to 31 March 2016. He made reference to the 
target level of 6.5 days absence per Full Time Employee (FTE) and the 8.5 days 
per FTE actual statistic which was two days higher. He explained that longer term 
sickness absences impacted on that statistic. He drew Members’ attention to the 
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increase in the number of employees with zero days’ absence from work through 
sickness which had increased to 178, an increase by 11 from 2014/15. 
 
The Human Resources Manager reported that recently, information had been 
received from the North West Employers Organisation showing that out of 49 
councils in the North West Region, 33 councils had responded showing actual 
sickness days per FTE. The highest number of days per FTE was 13.5 working 
days and the lowest was 6.8 working days. Despite this Council’s positive figure in 
comparison, he would be recommending that the Committee retain the current 
target level of 6.5 working days. 
 
The Committee thanked officers for the report. Members were encouraged by the 
number of employees registering zero days’ sickness absence and requested that 
their appreciation of that statistic should be recorded. 
 
RESOLVED – That  
 
(1) the Annual Report on Employee Sickness Absence  from 1 April 2015 to   

31 March 2016 be noted; and  
 

(2) the target sickness absence for 2016/17 of 6.5 days be approved. 
 

HR/9 PRESS AND PUBLIC  
 
RESOLVED - That, under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, 
the press and public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of 
business on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of exempt 
information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 12 A of the Act as amended by the 
Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006 by virtue of the 
paragraphs indicated. 
 

HR/10 JOINT CONSULTATIVE PANEL 
 
- Paragraph 4 - Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or 

contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour 
relations matter arising between the authority or a Minister of the Crown and 
employees of, or office holders under the authority.  

 
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the Joint Consultative Panel meeting held on 31 
May 2016 be noted. 
 

HR/11 HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELLBEING COMMITTEE 
 
- Paragraph 2 - Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.  
 
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting of the Health, Safety and Wellbeing 
Committee held on the 12 April 2016 be noted. 
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HR/12 APPLICATIONS FOR VOLUNTARY REDUNDANCY 
 
- Paragraph 1, 3 - Information relating to any individual.  
- Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person 

(including the authority holding that information)  
 
Note – Councillor Janette Jenkinson declared an other registrable interest in 
this matter by virtue of the fact that she was a Trustee on the Board of the 
Ulverston Community Enterprises and, having regard to the risk of bias and 
pre-determination, left the Georgian Room during discussion and voting 
thereon. Councillor Chris Hogg made a personal explanation that the 
Coronation Hall fell within his remit of his Portfolio. He remained in the 
meeting during the discussion and voting thereon. 
 
The Assistant Director, Neighbourhood Services presented a report which 
requested the Committee to consider two applications for voluntary redundancy. 
 
RESOLVED – That 
 
(1) the applications for voluntary redundancy as detailed in the report, be 

approved; and  
 
(2) the Director of People and Places, in consultation with the Assistant 

Director of Resources (Section 151 Officer), be authorised to agree the final 
detail. 

 
 
 
 
 
The meeting ended at 2.44 p.m. 
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South Lakeland District Council 

Human Resources Committee 

Tuesday 6 September 2016 

Acceptable Use Policy 

 

PORTFOLIO: Councillor Sue Sanderson – Council Organisation 
and People 

REPORT FROM: Simon McVey – Assistant Director, Performance and 
Innovation 

REPORT AUTHOR: Paul Mountford – Principal Performance and 
Intelligence Officer 

WARDS: Not Applicable 

KEY DECISION: Not Applicable 

 

1.0 EXPECTED OUTCOME 

1.1 With the approval of the Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols 
South Lakeland District Council Employees: 

(1) will have a fuller understanding of the standards of behaviour expected 
of them when using information and communication technology (ICT)  

(2) will have clarity on the acceptable and unacceptable use of ICT; and 

(3) will be confident to use ICT to develop and support new ways of 
delivering services to further the Council’s objectives. 

2.0 RECOMMENDATION 

2.1 It is recommended that the Human Resources Committee note the 
contents of this report and approve for implementation the following 
new documents:- 

(1) Acceptable Use Policy 

(2) ICT Access Protocol 

(3) ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol 

(4) Remote Working Protocol; and 

(5) Social Media Protocol. 
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3.0 BACKGROUND AND PROPOSALS 

3.1 South Lakeland District Council has existing policies which cover employees’ 
use of ICT.  The Use of Mobile Phones Policy was approved in October 2006.  
The Password Policy and the Internet and Email Acceptable Use Policy were 
approved in July 2012.  These policies were agreed in line with the growth in 
the use of mobile information technology, such as smart phones, iPads and 
other hand held devices and social media sites, such as Facebook, Twitter, 
blogs, LinkedIn, forums and podcasts.  

3.2 As an integral part of the Council’s Information Governance Framework the 
new Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols clarify the Council’s 
expected standards of behaviour in relation to staff who use the Council’s ICT 
resources and facilities.  They will replace the current Use of Mobile Phones 
Policy, Password Policy and the Internet and Email Acceptable Use Policy.  

3.3 The Acceptable Use Policy (appendix 3) will ensure all users of Council 
computer, internet, email and telephony facilities are aware of the acceptable 
use of such resources. 

3.4 The ICT Access Protocol (appendix 4) is provided to ensure formal 
information access and control procedures are adopted including the mandate 
of a standard for the creation of strong passwords, their protection and 
frequency of change. 

3.5 The ICT Infrastructure Protocol (appendix 5) is intended to ensure there shall 
be no unauthorised access to either physical or electronic information within 
the custody of the Council. 

3.6 The Remote Working Protocol (appendix 6) is to ensure that all users who 
work remotely are aware of the acceptable use of portable computer devices 
and remote working opportunities. 

3.7 The Social Media Protocol (appendix 7) establishes standards in regard to the 
use of social media platforms. 

4.0 CONSULTATION 

4.1 The Acceptable Use Policy forms part of the overall Records Management 
Policy, one of five polices that make up the overall Information Governance 
Framework for the Council. 

4.2 The South Lakeland District Council Information Governance Framework and 
Records Management Policy were approved by Cabinet on the 16 September 
2015. 

4.3 In line with the Terms of Reference as set out by the Information Governance 
Project Board the Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols have been 
circulated for comment and approval and have been amended taking on 
board comments received from members of the Project Board.  

4.4 The Portfolio Holder, SMT and the Joint Consultative Panel have also had 
sight and opportunity to comment on the details.  
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5.0 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS 

5.1 South Lakeland District Council promotes a strong culture of trust and aims to 
empower officers.  Employees are trusted to act reasonably at all times and 
act within the spirit of the Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols.  
South Lakeland District Council is obliged to have a suite of acceptable use 
procedures to enhance organisational security, to regulate the use of the 
Council’s facilities and resources and to protect users. 

6.0 LINKS TO COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

6.1 The Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols forms part of the overall 
Information Governance Framework.  The framework links directly to the 
South Lakeland District Council Plan, under the strategy heading of 
Innovation – as it will improve customer service and access to Council 
services. 

7.0 IMPLICATIONS 

7.1 Financial and Resources 

7.1.1 A budget of £75,000 was approved by Full Council on 24 February 2015 to 
set up and implement a framework for managing information, the 
implementation of a data store and management information in accordance 
with statutory and legal guidelines.  Details of the Council resolution are 
publicly available. 

7.1.2 The budget was approved in line with the requirement to ensure compliance 
with Public Services Network (PSN) requirements and will maximise 
opportunities for information sharing and partnership working. 

7.2 Human Resources 

7.2.1 It is envisaged that a series of awareness sessions will be run at individual 
Team Meetings.  The Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols will be 
published on the Council’s SharePoint and made available to all Council 
Employees.   

7.2.2 From the total budget of £75,000 a learning and development budget of 
£20,000 has been identified by the Information Governance Project Board.  
The new Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols will form part of the 
regulatory suite of Human Resources policies and procedures and be 
incorporated into the Council’s induction and mandatory training programme. 

7.2.3 Training and learning packages will be delivered as part of the Corporate – 
Going Digital Skills (Information Governance/ Data Management 
Requirements) Training Programme. 

7.3 Legal 

7.3.1 The Information Commissioners Office (ICO) has the power to issue fines up 
to £500,000 should a public authority lose valuable information about 
members of the public. The procedure for issuing monetary penalties is 
publicly available. 

7.3.2 The Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols protect both the 
customer and the organisation from breaches of information security provided 
the Framework is used correctly once implemented. 
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7.4 Health, Social, Economic and Environmental 

7.4.1 A Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Sustainability Impact 
Assessment has been completed and is attached to this report.  Overall there 
is a positive impact arising from implementation of the recommendations 
presented. 

Have you completed and Health, 
Social, Economic and Environmental 
Impact Assessment? 

Yes ☒ No ☐ 

If yes, please confirm that it is 
attached to the report in the 
appendices. 

Yes ☒ No ☐ 

If you have not completed an Impact 
Assessment, please explain your 
reasons. 

 

 

7.5 Equality and Diversity 

7.5.1 An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed and is attached to this 
report.  Overall there are no issues with regards to the implementation of the 
recommendations presented in this report. 

Have you completed an Equality 
Impact Analysis? 

Yes ☒ No ☐ 

If yes, please confirm that it is 
attached to the report in the 
appendices. 

Yes ☒ No ☐ 

If you have not completed an 
Equality Impact Analysis, please 
explain your reasons. 
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7.6 Risk 

Risk Consequence Controls required 

Information Governance 
Framework, and its 
policies and guidelines 
are not fit for purpose. 

Distress or harm to 
individuals or 
organisations. 

Reputational damage to 
the Council. 

Financial loss or 
monetary penalty 
imposed. 

Detrimental impact on 
Council business and 
service delivery. 

Non-compliance with 
legislation and potential 
litigation. 

Framework, policies and 
procedures are to be 
checked, tested and 
consulted upon with 
relevant users. 

 

CONTACT OFFICERS 

Report Author - Paul Mountford, Principal Performance and Intelligence Officer, 
01539 793871, p.mountford@southlakeland.gov.uk 

 

APPENDICES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT 

Appendix No.  

1 Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact 
Assessment – Acceptable Use Policy 

2 Equality and Diversity Impact Assessment – Acceptable Use 
Policy 

3 Acceptable Use Policy 

4 ICT Access Protocol 

5 ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol 

6 Remote Working Protocol 

7 Social Media Protocol 
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BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE 

Name of Background 
document 

Where it is available 

CEX/63 – Information 
Governance Framework – 
Cabinet 16 September 2015 

http://democracy.southlakeland.gov.uk/ieListDocum
ents.aspx?CId=121&MId=3757  

Budget 2015/16 to 2018/19 http://democracy.southlakeland.gov.uk/ieListDocum
ents.aspx?CId=120&MId=3566 

Internal Procedure for Issuing 
Monetary Penalty Notices 

https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/policies-and-
procedures/1424146/ico-procedure-for-issuing-
monetary-penalties.pdf 

Use of Mobile Phones Policy 
(approved October 2006) 

http://sharepoint/sites/hr/Policies Procedures 
Guidelines/Approved PDF G - M/Mobile 
Phones/UseofMobilePhones.pdf 

Password Policy (approved 
July 2012) 

http://sharepoint/sites/hr/Policies Procedures 
Guidelines/Approved PDF P - R/Password/2012 
Password Policy.pdf 

Internet and Email Acceptable 
Use Policy (approved July 
2012) 

http://sharepoint/sites/hr/Policies Procedures 
Guidelines/Approved PDF G - M/Internet and 
Email/2012 Internet_and_Email Acceptable Use 
Policy.pdf 

 

TRACKING INFORMATION 

Assistant 
Director 

Portfolio 
Holder 

Solicitor to the 
Council 

SMT Scrutiny 
Committee 

23/05/2016 18/07/2016 17/06/2016 30/06/2016 Not Applicable 

Executive 
(Cabinet) 

Committee Council Section 151 
Officer 

Monitoring 
Officer 

Not Applicable 06/09/2016 Not Applicable 17/06/2016 23/05/2016 

Human 
Resource 
Services 
Manager 

Leader 

 

Ward 
Councillor(s) 

 

Joint 
Consultative 
Panel 

 

23/05/2016 Not Applicable Not Applicable 24/08/2016  
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Appendix 1 

Acceptable Use Policy/ ICT Access Protocol/ ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol/ Remote Working Protocol/ Social Media 
Protocol - SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

 

1) Does this project / service/ strategy etc. affect each of the impact areas (Q 1-9)  
2) Consider whether the impact is positive, negative, neutral or not applicable for each question/ category below. 

3) Use the sustainability impact assessment guidance (p3-4) to answer each question 
4)  The overall impact of the assessment (positive, negative, neutral, n/a) will be entered into the final line and used in the 

committee report.   

 

 Impact Area Summarise the 

Positive 
Impact 

Summarise the Negative 

Impact (and any 
mitigating measures 

taken) 

Summarise the Neutral 

Impact 

N/A 

Q1 Health and Well-
being 
 

   N/a 

Q2 Access    N/a 

Q3 Biodiversity    N/a 

Q4 Built environment 
 

   N/a 

P
age 13

http://sldc-cms/intranet/Default.aspx?page=1554
file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23sp2
file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23EN1
file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23EN2
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Appendix 1 

Q5 Air, water, land 
and soil quality 

   N/a 

Q6 Greenhouse gas 

emissions, 
energy efficiency, 

renewable energy 
and adapting to 
future climate 

change impacts 

Implementation will 

streamline the amount of 
storage space needed both 

digitally and physically. Is 
expected to marginally 
impact the amount of 

energy required by the 
organisation.  

   

Q7 Natural resources Is expected to lead to a 
decrease in storing records 

in physical form and would 
therefore have a positive 
impact on the amount of 

paper used and retained by 
the organisation. 

   

Q8 Local economy    N/a 

Q9 Skills, education 

and training 

  Will be need for minimal 

additional training for all 
staff. 

 

Overall Impact Minimal positive impact 
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file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23NR1
file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23NR2
file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23NR3
file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23EC1
file://///sldc-nas/user/s.blyth/Desktop/draft%20sustainability%20framework%20jan10.doc%23EC2
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EIA Title:  
 
 
 
1.0 The public sector equality duty (2011) covers the following eight protected 

characteristics: 
  

Age, disability, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation, gender 
reassignment, pregnancy and maternity.  
The duty also covers marriage and civil partnership, but only relating to the 
elimination of unlawful discrimination (see below, 2.0). 

 
1.1 SLDC includes “rurality” as an additional category in its equality impact 

assessments. 
 
2.0 The General Equality Duty.  

SLDC, in the exercise of its functions, should:  
a. Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and 

other conduct prohibited by the Act.  
b.  Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a  

protected characteristic and those who do not.  
c.  Foster good relations between people who share  

a protected characteristic and those who  
do not.  
 

Acceptable Use Policy/ ICT Access Protocol/ ICT Infrastructure Security 
Protocol/ Remote Working Protocol/ Social Media Protocol 

Appendix 2
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 2

Step 1 
 

Summarise the subject and expected outcomes of this EIA. 
In adopting the Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols South Lakeland District 

Council Employees: 
 

(1) will have a better understanding of the standards of behaviour expected of them 
when using information and communication technology (ICT)  
 

(2) will have clarity on the acceptable and unacceptable use of ICT resulting in a 
reduction in incidents of inappropriate use; and 

 
(3) are confident to use ICT to develop and support new ways of delivering services 

to further the Council’s objectives 
 

 
 

Who are your main stakeholders and list any engagement undertaken (include 
surveys, feedback forms, complaints, statistics etc). 

The overarching Acceptable Use Policy and four protocols apply to all South Lakeland 
District Council Elected Members, Employees, contractual third parties and agents of the 
Council who use South Lakeland District Council ICT facilities and equipment or who 
require access to South Lakeland District Council information systems. 
 
In line with the Terms of Reference as set out by the Information Governance Project 
Board the Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols have been circulated for 
comment and approval.  The Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols have been 
amended accordingly following comments received from members of the Information 
Governance Board. 
 
The Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols have been received, commented 
upon and amended following presentation to Senior Management Team.  The 
Acceptable Use Policy and associated protocols have been received, commented upon 
and amended following consultation with the Portfolio Holder. 
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Step 2 
 

Equality Action Plan 
 
In providing this service will there be any 
negative impacts on the following 
people? 

1. Age (young and old) 
2. Black and Minority Ethnic  
3. Disabled  
4. Faith/Belief  
5. Sexual Orientation 
6. Gender 
7. Gender reassignment 
8. Pregnancy and maternity 
9. Marriage and Civil Partnership  
10. People in rural areas 

 
(See glossary below for definitions) 
 

Mitigating actions 
(to avoid negative 
impact): 
 

Lead 
Officer & 
When 

Complete 
Y/N 

Not Applicable Not Applicable Not 
Applicable 

Not 
Applicable 

Step 3 
 
Examples of good equality practice you have put in place (For example, all venues 

used are accessible for people with mobility, hearing and sight impairments) 
 
Not Applicable at this time 
 

 
 
 
Date: 16 May 2016 

EIA Author(s): Paul Mountford 

Assistant Director: Simon McVey 

Document version number: 001 

Date for Review: 16 May 2017 

EIA forwarded to Policy Officer Not Applicable 
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Glossary 
 
Age: This refers to a person having a particular age (for example, 32 year-olds) or being within an age group (for 
example, 18-30 year-olds).  
 
Civil partnership: Legal recognition of a same-sex couple’s relationship. Civil partners must be treated the same as 
married couples on a range of legal matters.  
 
Disability: A person has a disability if s/he has a physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term 
adverse effect on their ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities. Includes: Physical/sensory disability: 
Mental Health: Learning disability. 
 
Gender reassignment: This is the process of transitioning from one sex to another, considered a personal process 
rather than a medical one and it does not require someone to undergo medical treatment in order to be protected.  
 
Maternity: The period after giving birth. It is linked to maternity leave in the employment context. In the non-work 
context, protection against maternity discrimination is for 26 weeks after giving birth, including as a result of 
breastfeeding.  
 
Race: It refers to a group of people defined by their colour, nationality (including citizenship), ethnic or national origins. 
Includes, Asian, Black and White minority ethnic groups inc. Eastern Europeans, Irish people and Gypsy Travellers.  

 
Religion or belief: “Religion” means any religion, including a reference to a lack of religion. “Belief” includes religious 
and philosophical beliefs including lack of belief (for example, Atheism). The category includes, Christianity, Islam, 
Judaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, and non religious beliefs such as Humanism. 
 
Sexual orientation: This is whether a person's sexual attraction is towards their own sex, the opposite sex or to both 
sexes.  
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Document Control 

Organisation South Lakeland District Council 

Title Acceptable Use Policy 

Author Paul Mountford 

Filename Acceptable Use Policy.docx 

Owner Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Subject Records Management Policy 

Protective marking Internal – Public 

Review date April 2017 

 
 
Revision History 

Revision 
Date 

Revised By: Previous 
Version 

Description 

April 2016 Paul Mountford Internet & 
Email 
Acceptable 
Use Policy 
Use of 
Mobile 
Phones 

The Acceptable Use Policy 
replaces the July 2012 Internet 
& Email Acceptable Use Policy 
The Acceptable Use Policy also 
replaces the October 2006 Use 
of Mobile Phones Policy 

    

    

    

    

 
 
Document Approval 

Approval Name Date 
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KEY MESSAGES 
 

 All emails that are used to conduct or support official South Lakeland District 
Council business must be sent using a @southlakeland.gov.uk address.  

 All emails sent via the Government Connect Secure Extranet (GCSx) must be of 
the format @southlakeland.gcsx.gov.uk.  

 Non-work email accounts must not be used to conduct or support official South 
Lakeland District Council business.  

 Members and users must ensure that any emails containing sensitive information 
must be sent from an official council email.  

 All official external e-mail must carry the official Council disclaimer. 

 Under no circumstances should users communicate material using email or 
instant messaging (either internally or externally), which is defamatory, obscene, 
or does not comply with the Council’s Equality Framework.  

 Users must adhere to South Lakeland District Council’s Internet and telephone 
procedures at all times.  

 At the end of each day it is the employee’s responsibility to clear their desk of all 
documents that contain any South Lakeland District Council protected or 
restricted information, or any information relating to clients or citizens.  

 Unclassified material may be left tidily on desks.  
 
1, Statement  
South Lakeland District Council will ensure all users of Council computer, internet, email, 
instant messaging and telephony facilities are aware of the acceptable use of such 
resources. 
 
2, Purpose  
South Lakeland District Council promotes a strong culture of trust and aims to empower 
officers.  Staff are trusted to act reasonably at all times and act within the spirit of the 
Acceptable Use Policy.  South Lakeland District Council is obliged to have an Acceptable Use 
Policy to enhance organisational security, to regulate the use of the Council’s facilities and 
resources and to protect users. 
 
3, Scope 
Modern day business operations and advances in technology have necessitated the wide 
spread use of computer facilities into most offices within South Lakeland District Council 
and, with the advent of portable computers, away from the Council’s premises. 
 
As such, there is considerable scope for the misuse of computer and internet resources for 
fraudulent or illegal purposes, for the pursuance of personal interests or for amusement/ 
entertainment.  South Lakeland District Council also handles large amounts of protected and 
restricted information.  The security of this information is of paramount importance.  
Ensuring that a clear desk policy operates across the Council can help prevent the security of 
this information from being breached.   
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The misuse of South Lakeland District Council’s computer, internet, email, instant messaging 
and telephony resources is considered to be potential gross misconduct and may render the 
individual(s) concerned liable to disciplinary action including dismissal.  The purpose of this 
document is to establish guidelines as to what constitutes computer, internet, email, instant 
messaging and telephony resources, what is considered to be misuse and how users should 
operate within a clear desk environment. 
 
In addition this Policy will direct all users of Council email, instant messaging and internet 
facilities by:  
 

 Providing guidance on expected working practice.  

 Highlighting issues affecting the use of email, instant messaging and internet.  

 Informing users about the acceptable use of ICT facilities in relation to email, instant 
messaging and internet.  

 Describing the standards that users must maintain.  

 Stating the actions that may be taken to monitor the effectiveness of this policy.  

 Warning users about the consequences of inappropriate use of email, instant 
messaging and internet.  

 
The Policy establishes a framework within which users of Council email, instant messaging 
and internet facilities can be clear about what is expected of them and their use of email, 
instant messaging and internet as a resource as well as a communication and recording tool. 
 
4, Definition  
This policy should be applied whenever users who access information systems or 
information utilise South Lakeland District Council’s computer and telephony resources.  
Computer and telephony resources include, but are not restricted to, the following:  
 

 Mainframe computers.  

 Service computers.  

 Personal computers. 

 Portable laptop/ life book computers.  

 Printers.  

 Photocopiers.  

 Scanners.  

 Mobile telephones.  

 Network equipment.  

 Telecommunications facilities. 
 
All email prepared and sent from South Lakeland District Council email addresses or 
mailboxes, and any non-work email sent using South Lakeland District Council ICT facilities is 
subject to this policy. 
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Users should understand the relevant legislation relating to Information Security and Data 
Protection, and should be aware of their responsibilities under this legislation.  The 
following statutory legislation governs aspects of the Council’s information security 
arrangements.  This list is not exhaustive: 
 

 The Freedom of Information Act 2000.  

 The Human Rights Act 1998.  

 The Electronic Communications Act 2000.  

 The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000.  

 The Data Protection Act 1998.  

 The Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988.  

 The Computer Misuse Act 1990.  

 The Environmental Information Regulations 2004.  

 The Re-use of Public Sector Information Regulations 2005.  
 
Individuals can be held personally and legally responsible for breaching the provisions of the 
above Acts. 
 
5, Risks 
South Lakeland District Council recognises that there are risks associated with users 
accessing and handling information in order to conduct official Council business.  This policy 
aims to mitigate the following risks:  
 

 Viruses, malware etc.  

 Increased risk of data loss and corresponding fines. 

 Inappropriate access to and unacceptable use of the Council’s network, software, 
facilities and documents.  

 Inadequate destruction of data.  

 The non-reporting of information security incidents.  

 Inconsistency in how users deal with secure documents. 

 The impact of insufficient training for users.  

 The sharing of passwords. 

 Incorrect or inappropriate classification of documents. 

 Risk of reputation damage and further loss in public confidence. 
 
Non-compliance with this policy could have a significant effect on the efficient operation of 
the Council and may result in financial loss and an inability to provide necessary services to 
our customers. 
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6, Applying the Policy 
6.1, Email as records 
All emails that are used to conduct or support official South Lakeland District Council 
business must be sent using a @southlakeland.gov.uk address.  All emails sent via the 
Government Connect Secure Extranet (GCSx) must be of the format 
@southlakeland.gcsx.gov.uk.   
 
Non-work email accounts must not be used to conduct or support official South Lakeland 
District Council business.  Members and users must ensure that any emails containing 
sensitive information must be sent from an official council email.  Any emails containing 
protected or restricted information must be sent from a GCSx email.   
 
All emails that represent aspects of Council business or Council administrative arrangements 
are the property of the Council and not of any individual employee.  Emails held on Council 
equipment are considered to be part of the corporate record and email also provides a 
record of staff activities.  The legal status of an email message is similar to any other form of 
written communication.  Consequently, any e-mail message sent from a facility provided to 
conduct or support official South Lakeland District Council business should be considered to 
be an official communication from the Council.  In order to ensure that South Lakeland 
District Council is protected adequately from misuse of e-mail, the following controls will be 
exercised:  
 
All official external e-mail must carry the following disclaimer:  
 

“The contents of this e-mail are intended for the named addressee only.  This email 
may contain information which is confidential or privileged.  Unless you are the 
named addressee you may not copy or use it, act in reliance on it, or disclose it to 
anyone else.  If you have received this email in error please notify South Lakeland 
District Council Shared ICT Service Team on or via email at and then destroy it.  The 
Council reserves the right to monitor, record and retain any incoming and outgoing 
emails for security reasons and for monitoring internal compliance with the Council’s 
policies including the policy relating to email use.  Email monitoring and/ or blocking 
software may be used, emails may also be disclosed to other people under 
legislation, particularly the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  Unless this email 
relates to South Lakeland District Council business it will be regarded by the Council 
as personal and will not be authorised or sent on behalf of the Council.  The sender 
will have sole responsibility for any legal actions or disputes that may arise. South 
Lakeland District Council makes every effort to keep its network secure and free from 
viruses.  However you do need to check this email and any attachments to it for 
viruses and accuracy as the Council can take no responsibility for any viruses, errors 
or omissions which are transferred or arise as a result of the transmission of this 
email.”  
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Whilst respecting the privacy of authorised users, South Lakeland District Council maintains 
its legal right, in accordance with the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, to 
monitor and audit the use of email by authorised users to ensure adherence to this Policy.  
Any such interception or monitoring will be carried out in accordance with the provisions of 
that Act and the Council’s Policy.   
 
Users should be aware that deletion of e-mail from individual accounts does not necessarily 
result in permanent deletion from the Council’s ICT systems.  It should also be noted that 
email and attachments may need to be disclosed under the Data Protection Act 1998 or the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000.  Further information regarding this can be obtained from 
the Principal Performance and Intelligence Officer. 
 
6.2, Email and instant messaging as communication tools 
Email and instant messaging are designed to be an open and transparent method of 
communicating.  However, it cannot be guaranteed that the message will be received or 
read, nor that the content will be understood in the way that the sender of the email or 
instant messaging intended.   
 
It is therefore the responsibility of the person sending an email or instant message to decide 
whether it is the most appropriate method for conveying information.  
 
Instant Messaging, known as IM, is a handy tool for quickly checking information or 
arranging a short notice meeting but should not be used for communicating financial 
information, authorisations, decisions, historic or other information that must be retained 
for statutory or Council purposes.   
 
Just as with an email, an instant message may be needed in a response to a Freedom of 
Information request or be part of an audit trail.  
 
Whilst it can sometimes be helpful to maintain a chain of e-mails on a particular subject, 
long chains of e-mails are best avoided.  Information from e-mails may be required to 
answer Data Protection and/or Freedom of Information requests and difficulties can arise if 
a chain of e-mails refers to data which should not be disclosed.  Users should consider this 
when responding to or creating an e-mail chain and, where appropriate, create a fresh 
message.  
 
Instant messaging is a tool which can aid collaborative working and communication.  It 
should not be used in such a way that interferes with other’s job responsibility. 
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ICT facilities provided by the Council for email and instant messaging should not be used: 
 

 For the transmission of unsolicited commercial or advertising material, chain letters, 
or other junk-mail of any kind, to other organisations.  

 For the unauthorised transmission to a third party of protected or restricted material 
concerning the activities of the Council.  

 For the transmission of material such that this infringes the copyright of another 
person, including intellectual property rights.  

 For activities that unreasonably waste staff effort or use networked resources, or 
activities that unreasonably serve to deny the service to other users.  

 For activities that corrupt or destroy other users’ data.  

 For activities that disrupt the work of other users.  

 For the creation or transmission of any offensive, obscene or indecent images, data, 
or other material, or any data capable of being resolved into obscene or indecent 
images or material.  

 For the creation or transmission of material which is designed or likely to cause 
annoyance, inconvenience or needless anxiety.  

 For the creation or transmission of material that is abusive or threatening to others, 
or serves to harass or bully others.  

 For the creation or transmission of material that either discriminates or encourages 
discrimination on racial or ethnic grounds, or on grounds of gender, sexual 
orientation, marital status, disability, political or religious beliefs.  

 For the creation or transmission of defamatory material.  

 For the creation or transmission of material that includes false claims of a deceptive 
nature.  

 For the use of impolite terms or language, including offensive or condescending 
terms.  

 For activities that violate the privacy of other users.  

 For unfairly criticising individuals, including copy distribution to other individuals.  

 For publishing to others the text of messages written on a one-to-one basis, without 
the prior express consent of the author.  

 For the creation or transmission of anonymous messages - i.e. without clear 
identification of the sender.  

 For the creation or transmission of material which brings the Council into disrepute. 
 
6.3, Email and instant messaging responsibility 
It is the employees responsibility to ensure no material deemed as unacceptable reside on 
his/ her machine or Network area, should employees receive items in emails or accidentally 
download an item from the internet, they should delete it immediately and inform the 
Shared ICT Service to avoid possible disciplinary action being taken.  It is important to 
remember that any items retained could hold information that may be requested and 
therefore released under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 
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Users must: 
 

 Think before hitting the send button. 

 Check the recipient’s email and instant message address before sending.  It is 
impossible to recall external emails. 

 Ensure that they are confident of the identity of the recipient and the content of the 
information being sent. 

 Include suitable contact details for emails e.g. name, title, telephone number(s), 
email address and the Council’s website address. 

 Include the Council official disclaimer (see paragraph 6.1) for email. 

 Set an Out of Office notification when they cannot reply to email. 

 Consider resizing or zipping up large files, such as photos before sending. 

 Other than arrangements set by the Council’s Democratic and Member Services for 
the sending and receiving of emails to all 51 South Lakeland District Council Elected 
Members it is advisable to avoid blind copies (BCC) especially for large bulk email.  
This promotes openness and transparency. 

 Only keep items that they need and housekeep emails and sent items regularly. 
 
6.4, Junk email 
There may be instances where a user will receive unsolicited mass junk email or spam.  It is 
advised that users delete such messages without reading them.  Do not reply to the email.  
Even to attempt to remove the email address from the distribution list can confirm the 
existence of an address following a speculative e-mail.  Before giving your e-mail address to 
a third party, for instance a website, consider carefully the possible consequences of that 
address being passed (possibly sold on) to an unknown third party, and whether the 
benefits outweigh the potential problems.   
 
Chain letter e-mails (those that request you forward the message to one or more additional 
recipients who are unknown to the original sender) must not be forwarded using South 
Lakeland District Council systems or facilities. 
 
6.5, Email – mailbox size 
In order to ensure that the systems enabling email are available and perform to their 
optimum, users should endeavour to avoid sending unnecessary messages.  In particular, 
the use of the global list is discouraged.  Users are provided with a limited mail box size to 
reduce problems associated with server capacity.  Email users should manage their email 
accounts to remain within the limit, ensuring that items are filed or deleted as appropriate 
to avoid any deterioration in systems.  Email messages can be used to carry other files or 
messages either embedded in the message or attached to the message.   
 
If it is necessary to provide a file to another person, then a reference to where the file exists 
should be sent rather than a copy of the file.  This is to avoid excessive use of the system 
and avoids filling to capacity another person’s mailbox. 
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6.6, Monitoring email and instant messaging 
All users should be aware that email usage is monitored and recorded centrally.  The 
monitoring of email (outgoing and incoming) traffic will be undertaken so that South 
Lakeland District Council: 
 

 Can plan and manage its resources effectively.  

 Ensures that users act only in accordance with policies and procedures.  

 Ensures that standards are maintained.  

 Can prevent and detect any crime.  

 Can investigate any unauthorised use.  
 
Monitoring of content will only be undertaken by staff specifically authorised for that 
purpose in accordance with the Council Policy.  These arrangements will be applied to all 
users and may include checking the contents of email messages and instant messaging posts 
for the purpose of:  
 

 Establishing the existence of facts relevant to the business, client, supplier and 
related matters.  

 Ascertaining or demonstrating standards which ought to be achieved by those using 
the facilities.  

 Preventing or detecting crime.  

 Investigating or detecting unauthorised use of email and instant messaging facilities.  

 Ensuring effective operation of email and instant messaging facilities.  

 Determining if communications are relevant to the business.  
 
Whilst respecting the privacy of authorised users, under the Data Protection Code of 
Practice, South Lakeland District Council maintains its legal right to monitor and audit the 
use of email by authorised users under the Lawful Business Practice Regulations 2000.  
 
Users should be aware that deletion of e-mail from individual accounts does not necessarily 
result in permanent deletion from the Council’s ICT systems.  Users should also note that 
instant messaging conversations are not routinely retained or archived, but may be 
forensically recovered if required for criminal or disciplinary investigation purposes in 
accordance with the above authorisations. 
 
Where a manager suspects that the email and/ or instant messaging facilities are being 
abused by a user, they should contact the Shared ICT Manager.  Designated staff from the 
Council’s Shared ICT Service can investigate and provide evidence and audit trails of access 
to systems.   
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South Lakeland District Council will also comply with any legitimate requests from 
authorised bodies under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers legislation for this 
information.  Access to another employee’s email is strictly forbidden unless the employee 
has given their consent, or their email needs to be accessed by their line manager for 
specific work purposes whilst they are absent.   
 
If this is the case a written request from the manager must be sent to the Shared ICT 
Manager.  This must be absolutely necessary and has to be carried out with regard to the 
rights and freedoms of the employee.  Managers must only open emails which are relevant. 
 
6.7, Email security 
Emails sent between southlakeland.gov.uk addresses are held within the same network and 
are deemed to be secure.  However, emails that are sent outside this closed network travel 
over the public communications network and are liable to interception or loss.  There is a 
risk that copies of the email are left within the public communications system.  Therefore, 
protected and restricted material must not be sent via email outside a closed network, 
unless via the GCSx email.  Where GCSx email is available to connect the sender and receiver 
of the email message, this must be used for all external email use and must be used for 
communicating protected and restricted material. 
 
6.8, Email confidentiality 
All staff are under a general requirement to maintain the confidentiality of information.  
There are also particular responsibilities under Data Protection legislation to maintain the 
confidentiality of personal data.  If any member of staff is unsure of whether they should 
pass on information, they should consult the Principal Performance and Intelligence Officer.  
Staff must make every effort to ensure that the confidentiality of email is appropriately 
maintained.   
 
Staff should be aware that a message is not deleted from the system until all recipients of 
the message and of any forwarded or attached copies have deleted their copies.  Moreover, 
confidentiality cannot be assured when messages are sent over outside networks, such as 
the Internet, because of the insecure nature of most such networks and the number of 
people to whom the messages can be freely circulated without the knowledge of South 
Lakeland District Council. 
 
Care should be taken when addressing all emails, but particularly where they include 
protected or restricted information, to prevent accidental transmission to unintended 
recipients.  Particular care should be taken if the email client software auto-completes an 
email address as the user begins typing a name.   
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Automatic forwarding of email (for example when the intended recipient is on leave) must 
be considered carefully to prevent protected or restricted material being forwarded 
inappropriately.  Rules can be implemented to include or exclude certain mail based on the 
sender or subject.  If you require assistance with this, please contact the Council’s Shared 
ICT Service in the first instance.  
 
The automatic forwarding of a GCSx email to a lower classification email address (i.e. a 
standard .gov.uk email) contradicts national guidelines and is therefore not acceptable. 
 
6.9, Internet use 
South Lakeland District Council encourages the use of the Internet as an efficient form of 
communication and research.  South Lakeland District Council Employees can make 
reasonable use of Council provided Internet facilities.  Users are responsible for their own 
safety and security online.  Acceptable and reasonable personal use includes: 
 

 Ordering goods online. 

 Personal banking. 

 Personal email accounts. 

 Accessing websites for sports, TV, holiday, travel, insurance, weather etc. 

 Social networking and social media. 
 
6.10, Internet misuse 
Access to inappropriate sites are blocked by the Council’s security systems at all times.  This 
may include sites classed as pornographic, violent, racist, etc.  Misuse of Internet facilities is 
a disciplinary matter and will be dealt with under the appropriate disciplinary procedures.  
Misuse includes, but is not limited to, the following: 
 

 Visiting, viewing, transmitting or downloading any material for any website 
containing sexual or illegal material, or material which could reasonably be 
considered as offensive.  If an Employee accidentally accesses such a site, they must 
inform their line manager immediately.  Failure to do so may be classed as a 
disciplinary offence.  The publication of obscene material is a criminal offence, and 
the definition of publication includes electronic storage or transmission. 

 Bullying or harassment. 

 Excessive use of Internet facilities for personal use. 

 Conducting any commercial activity other than ordering personal goods and dealing 
with personal finances. 

 Downloading any copyright materials without the permission of the copyright 
holder. 

 Downloading and installing any software (including work related) without the prior 
approval of the Shared ICT Service. 

 Wasting the Council’s system resources, for example downloading audio, video, 
photographs or other large files for personal use. 
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 Using the Internet for gambling, online gaming, accessing private chat forums, or 
dating. 

 Modifying any Council device or web browser software to enable the user to dial 
directly into any Internet Service Provider (ISP) and bypass the security precautions 
in place. 

 Gaining or attempting to gain unauthorised access to any system of the Council or 
get any other organisation to hack into another website. 

 Any breach of relevant legislation such as the Computer Misuse Act 1990. 

 Accessing peer-to-peer sharing sites. 
 
6.11, Internet monitoring 
Whilst respecting the privacy of authorised users, South Lakeland District Council maintains 
the right to monitor and audit the use of Internet facilities to ensure authorised adherence 
the Acceptable Use Policy.  The Council may log the Uniform Resource Locater (URL), 
commonly known as address, of each website visited, including the date, time and duration 
of each visit. 
 
6.9, Computer resources misuse 
No exhaustive list can be prepared defining all possible forms of misuse of computer 
resources.  The individual circumstances of each case will need to be taken into account.  
However, some examples are outlined below:  
 

 Use of computer resources for the purposes of fraud, theft or dishonesty.  

 Storing/ loading/ executing of software for a purpose which is not work related.  

 Storing/ loading/ executing of software: 
o which has not been acquired through approved Council procurement 

procedures, or for which the Council does not hold a valid program licence, or  
o which has not been the subject of formal virus checking procedures.  

 Storing/ processing/ printing of data for a purpose which is not work related. 
 
6.10, Telephone facilities 
South Lakeland District Council’s policy for telephones relates to the use of Council owned 
static and mobile telephones for private telephone calls.  Telephones (land-lines and 
mobiles) - must not be used for any illegal, defamatory or obscene purpose.  Brief private 
telephone calls from the South Lakeland District Council telephones are normally permitted 
providing:  
 

 The use is legal.  

 The use does not impinge on the member of staff’s work or that of other officers.  

 The use is not connected to any business or profit making venture.  
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6.11, Personal mobile devices (phones) 
South Lakeland District Council recognises that the use of mobile devices and phones is part 
of everyday life.  This form of communication is an essential part of some aspects of 
people's working lives and access to a mobile phone for work use is expected in certain 
cases.  However there are limits to the use of mobile phones during working hours and on 
Council premises. 
 
It is recognised that staff may wish to be contacted via mobile phone whilst at work and the 
Council are prepared to accommodate this as far as is reasonably practicable.  However any 
contact, either by phone call or a messaging service must not disrupt an employee's ability 
to undertake their duties and responsibilities, and/ or must not adversely affect the work of 
colleagues.  Ring tones/ message alarms must be set to low/ vibrate and personal mobile 
phones should not be taken into/ or should be switched off during attendance at any 
meetings.   
 
Staff must not make numerous/ lengthy personal calls/ texts whilst at work, although such 
phone calls/ messages may be made during any official break periods. 
 
If a concern regarding a staff member's personal use of a mobile phone whilst at work 
becomes apparent the employee may be instructed, by their line manager, that their mobile 
phone will be required to be switched off or switched to voicemail, call diversion or a 
messaging service during working hours.  Should such an instruction be made only in 
exceptional circumstances will the employee be able to request that their mobile remains 
switched on: e.g. where a member of the employee's family or child's school may need to 
contact the employee urgently.   
 
If, for any reason, a personal mobile phone is used for work purposes the cost of the call can 
only be reimbursed if the use was previously agreed with their line manager and an itemised 
bill is presented identifying the call made. Reimbursement for the cost of calls for business 
use will 

 
6.12, Corporate mobile devices (phones) 
The Council issues its mobile phones with the specific intention that these should only be 
used as part of the employees' job role.  Council mobile phones must not be used for 
individual personal calls without prior authorisation and must not be used in place of a 
personal home phone or a personal mobile phone.  Council mobile phones may not be used 
for calls that are related to personal income generating activities.  The Council will ask 
employees for reimbursement of the cost of any personal calls. 
 
Employees are required to keep their Council mobile phones safe at all times and where 
possible a security code should be issued to secure the phone against use by others.  If a 
mobile phone is lost, stolen or damaged in any way the employee must immediately report 
this to their line manager.  If an employee leaves the employment of the Council the mobile 
phone and any accessories supplied with it should be returned to their line manager on or 
near, but no later than, their last working day.    
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Mobile phones are issued on the following conditions: 
 

 Mobile Phones and associated equipment including the mobile numbers will at all 
times remain the property of South Lakeland District Council.  

 Mobile phones will be issued to named persons and service areas for council 
business only.  

 Mobile phones are to be returned by the holder to an Operational Manager on 
cessation of employment at the council and when requested.  

 Returned mobile phones are to be reallocated or transferred. 

 In the event that the Council wishes to cease a phone contract, the mobile phone is 
to be returned to Shared ICT Services.  

 Calls should not contain any language or pictures which may be considered by others 
to be abusive, obscene or offensive.  

 Under no circumstances are individuals to buy associated mobiles and equipment or 
connect to differing networks or tariffs.  

 Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards should not be replaced, changed or altered in 
any way.  

 Faulty, lost or stolen phones should be reported as soon as possible using the 
appropriate form and then sent to Shared ICT Services.  

 Mobile phones are not to be tampered with in any way.  

 Mobile phones are not to be taken overseas without written authorisation of the 
specific group Operational Manager. 

 Premium rate calls must not be made on a council mobile telephone.  
 
6.13, Monitoring mobile phone use 
The Council may monitor employee's use of Council mobile phones.  This action will comply 
with the Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice) (Interception of Communications) 
Regulations 2000 and the Data Protection Act 1998 and will be to establish: 
 

 The existence of facts. 

 Checking whether the communication is a business communication. 

 Ensuring compliance with regulatory rules and regulations. 

 Monitoring standard of the service and training. 

 Maintaining effective operation of the system. 

 Combating crime and the unauthorised use of the system. 
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6.14, Clear Desk 
South Lakeland District Council has a clear desk policy in place in order to ensure that all 
restricted and confidential information is held securely at all times.  The clear desk policy is 
not intended to hinder day to day working.  Work of this type should not be left on desks 
unattended and should be removed from view when unsupervised. 
 

 At the end of each day it is the employee’s responsibility to clear their desk of all 
documents that contain any South Lakeland District Council protected or restricted 
information, or any information relating to clients or citizens.   

 Unclassified material, together with non-South Lakeland District Council specific 
operating manuals may be left tidily on desks.   

 South Lakeland District Council protected or restricted information must be stored in 
a facility (e.g. lockable safe or cabinet).   

 Nothing should be left lying on printers, photocopiers or fax machines at the end of 
the day. 

 Users of ICT facilities are responsible for safeguarding data by ensuring that 
equipment is not left logged-on when unattended, and that portable equipment in 
their custody is not exposed to opportunistic theft.   

 Computer screens must be locked to prevent unauthorised access when unattended 
and screens will lock automatically after 5 minutes of inactivity, in order to protect 
information.   

 Attempts to tamper with any security feature will be investigated and could lead to 
disciplinary action.   

 
Users must remember, when they are not working at their workstation there could be a 
business requirement for other staff to use that station.  Floor space under furniture and 
around the office should remain free from obstructions at all times to facilitate the cleaning 
and maintenance of the building.  As part of good housekeeping, boxes, folders etc. should 
not be stored on top of furniture, cabinets, window ledges etc.   
 
7, Policy Compliance  
Any user is found to have breached this policy, may be subject to South Lakeland District 
Council disciplinary procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have been committed 
further action may be taken to assist in the prosecution of the offender(s).  If you do not 
understand the implications of this policy or how it may apply to you, seek advice from 
Principal Performance and Intelligence Officer.  
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8, Policy Governance  
The following table identifies who within South Lakeland District Council is Accountable, 
Responsible, Informed or Consulted with regards to this policy.  
 
The following definitions apply:  

Responsible – the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing the policy. 
Accountable – the person who has ultimate accountability and authority for the 
policy. 
Consulted – the person(s) or groups to be consulted prior to final policy 
implementation or amendment.  
Informed – the person(s) or groups to be informed after policy implementation or 
amendment.  

 

Responsible Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Accountable SIRO 

Consulted SMT, Shared ICT Services, HR 

Informed All Council Employees, All Temporary Staff, All Contractors 

 
9, References  
The following South Lakeland District Council documents are directly relevant to this policy, 
and are referenced within this document:  

 
Framework Structure 

Information Governance Framework  

 Records Management Policy  

  Acceptable Use Policy  

   Remote Working Protocol  

   ICT Access Protocol  
   ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol  

   Social Media Protocol  
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Document Control 

Organisation South Lakeland District Council 

Title ICT Access Protocol 

Author Paul Mountford 

Filename ICT Access Protocol.docx 

Owner Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Subject Records Management Policy 

Protective marking Internal – Public 

Review date April 2017 

 
 
Revision History 

Revision 
Date 

Revised By: Previous 
Version 

Description 

April 2016 Paul Mountford Password 
Policy (July 
2012) 

The ICT Access Protocol 
replaces the July 2012 
Password Policy 

    

    

    

    

 
 
Document Approval 

Approval Name Date 

Senior Information Risk Officer (SIRO) Debbie Storr  

Deputy Senior Information Risk Officer (DSIRO) Simon McVey  

Shared ICT Service Manager Ben Wright  

HR Services Manager Andrew Reay  
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KEY MESSAGES 
 

 All users must use strong passwords.  

 Passwords must be protected at all times and must be changed at least every 42 
days.  

 User access rights must be reviewed at regular intervals.  

 It is a user’s responsibility to prevent their user ID and password being used to gain 
unauthorised access to South Lakeland District Council systems.  

 Partner agencies or third party suppliers must not be given details of how to access 
South Lakeland District Council’s network without permission from the Shared ICT 
Services Manager.  

 Partners or third party suppliers must contact the Shared ICT Service before 
connecting to the South Lakeland District Council network. 

 
1, Statement  
Information security is the protection of information against accidental or malicious 
disclosure, modification or destruction.  Information is an important, valuable asset of South 
Lakeland District Council which must be managed with care.   
 
2, Purpose  
All information has a value to South Lakeland District Council.  However, not all of this 
information has an equal value or requires the same level of protection.  Access controls are 
put in place to protect information by controlling who has the rights to use different 
information resources and by guarding against unauthorised use.  Formal procedures must 
control how access to information is granted and how such access is changed.  This protocol 
also mandates a standard for the creation of strong passwords, their protection and 
frequency of change. 
 
3, Scope 
The protocol applies to all South Lakeland District Council Elected Members, Employees, 
contractual third parties and agents of the Council who use South Lakeland District Council 
ICT facilities and equipment or who require access to South Lakeland District Council 
information systems. 
 
4, Definition  
This protocol sets out the rules by which South Lakeland District Council expects users to 
employ the ICT services and equipment in order to carry out their duties in a sensible, 
professional and lawful manner in accordance with law and the Council’s code of conduct 
for officers. 
 
Access control rules and procedures are required to regulate who can access South Lakeland 
District Council information resources or systems and the associated access privileges.  This 
protocol applies at all times and should be adhered to whenever accessing South Lakeland 
District Council information in any format, and on any device. 
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5, Risks 
On occasion South Lakeland District Council business information may be disclosed or 
accessed prematurely, accidentally or unlawfully.  Individuals or companies, without the 
correct authorisation and clearance may intentionally or accidentally gain unauthorised 
access to business information which may adversely affect South Lakeland District Council’s 
day to day business.  This protocol is intended to mitigate that risk. 
 
Non-compliance with this protocol could have a significant effect on the efficient operation 
of the Council and may result in financial loss and an inability to provide necessary services 
to our customers.  
 
6, Applying the Protocol 
6.1, Passwords – enforcing password history 
This security setting ensures that several previous passwords are remembered.  This means 
that users cannot use the same password when the password expires.  The setting 
determines the number of unique new passwords that have been associated with a user 
account before an old password can be reused.  The value is set to 20.  This means that a 
user cannot reuse an old password until the use has used 19 other different passwords. 
 
6.2, Passwords – maximum password age  
This security setting determines the period of time (in days) that a password can be used 
before the system requires the user to change it.  By default, passwords are set to expire 
after 42 days.  All user-level passwords must be changed at a maximum of every 42 days, or 
whenever a system prompts a user to change it.  Default passwords must also be changed 
immediately.  If a user becomes aware, or suspect, that a password has become known to 
someone else, the user must change it immediately and report concerns to the Shared ICT 
Service Helpdesk. 
 
6.3, Passwords – minimum password age 
This security setting ensures that passwords cannot be changed until they are more than a 
certain number of days old.  The minimum password age is set to 1 day.  This means that 
after a user changes a password at least a day must pass before the user can change it 
again. 
 
6.4, Passwords - choosing 
Passwords are the first line of defence for South Lakeland District Council’s ICT systems and 
together with the user ID help to establish that people are who they claim to be.  A poorly 
chosen or misused password is a security risk and may impact upon the confidentiality, 
integrity or availability of the Council’s computers and systems.   
 
A weak password is one which is easily discovered, or detected, by people who are not 
supposed to know it.  Examples of weak passwords include words that may be present in a 
dictionary, names of children and pets, car registration numbers and simple patterns of 
letters from a computer keyboard.   
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A strong password is a password that is designed in such a way that it is unlikely to be 
detected by people who are not supposed to know it, and difficult to work out even with 
the help of a computer. 
 
6.5, Passwords - complexity 
Passwords must: 
 

 Not contain all or part of the user’s account name. 

 Be at least eight characters in length. 

 Contain characters from two of the following four categories: 
 English uppercase characters (A through Z). 
 English lowercase characters (a through z). 
 Base 10 digits (0 through 9). 
 Non-alphabetic characters (for example - !, $, #, %). 

 
Complexity requirements are enforced when passwords are changed and created. 
 
6.6, Passwords – protection 
It is of utmost importance that the password remains protected at all times.  The following 
guidelines must be adhered to at all times:  
 

 Never reveal passwords to anyone.  

 Never use the 'remember password' function.  

 Avoid writing passwords down or store them where they are open to theft.  

 Never store passwords in a computer system without encryption.  

 Do not use any part of a user name within the password.  

 Do not use the same password for systems inside and outside of work. 
 
6.7, Standards – system administration 
The password administration process for individual South Lakeland District Council systems 
is well-documented and available to designated individuals.  All South Lakeland District 
Council ICT systems are configured to enforce the following:  
 

 Authentication of individual users, not groups of users- i.e. no generic accounts.  

 Protection with regards to the retrieval of passwords and security details.  

 System access monitoring and logging - at a user level.  

 Role management so that functions can be performed without sharing passwords.  

 Password administration processes are properly controlled, secure and auditable. 
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6.8, User access management 
Formal user access control procedures are documented, implemented and kept up to date 
for each application and information system to ensure authorised user access and to 
prevent unauthorised access.  The procedures cover all stages of the lifecycle of user access, 
from the initial registration of new users to the final de-registration of users who no longer 
require access.   
 
Each user will be allocated access rights and permissions to computer systems and data 
that:  
 

 Are commensurate with the tasks they are expected to perform.  

 Have a unique login that is not shared with or disclosed to any other user.  

 Have an associated unique password that is requested at each new login.  
 
User access rights are reviewed at regular intervals to ensure that the appropriate rights are 
still allocated.  System administration accounts are only provided to users that are required 
to perform system administration tasks. 
 
6.9, User registration 
A request for access to the South Lakeland District Council’s computer systems are first 
submitted to the Shared ICT Service for approval.  Applications for access will only be 
submitted if approval has been gained from the appropriate Operational Manager.  When a 
user leaves South Lakeland District Council, their access to computer systems and data must 
be suspended at the close of business on the user’s last working day.  It is the responsibility 
of the appropriate Operational Manager to request the suspension of the access rights via 
the Shared ICT Service. 
 
6.10, User responsibilities 
It is the user’s responsibility to prevent their user ID and password being used to gain 
unauthorised access to South Lakeland District Council systems by:  
 

 Following the password protocol and statements outlined above.  

 Ensuring that any PC they are using that is left unattended is locked or logged out.  

 Leaving nothing on display that may contain access information such as login names 
and passwords.  

 
Informing the Shared ICT Service of any changes to their role and access requirements. 
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6.11, Suppliers remote access to systems 
Partner agencies or third party suppliers must not be given details of how to access South 
Lakeland District Council’s network without permission from the Shared ICT Service.  Any 
changes to supplier’s connections must be immediately sent to the Shared ICT Service so 
that access can be updated or ceased.  All permissions and access methods must be 
controlled by the Shared ICT Service.  Partners or third party suppliers must contact the 
Shared ICT Service before connecting to the South Lakeland District Council network and a 
log of activity will be maintained.  Remote access software must be disabled when not in 
use. 
 
6.12, Access to operating systems 
Access to operating systems is controlled by a secure login process.  The access control 
defined in the sections above must be applied.  The login procedure must also be protected 
by:  
 

 Not displaying any previous login information e.g. username. 

 Limiting the number of unsuccessful attempts and locking the account if exceeded.  

 The password characters being hidden by symbols.  

 Displaying a general warning notice that only authorised users are allowed.  
 
All access to operating systems is via a unique login ID that is audited and can be traced back 
to each individual user.  
 
The login ID must not give any indication of the level of access that it provides to the system 
(e.g. administration rights).  System administrators must have individual administrator 
accounts that will be logged and audited.  The administrator account must not be used by 
individuals for normal day to day activities. 
 
6.13, Application access 
Access within software applications must be restricted using the security features built into 
the individual product.  The administrator or lead user of the software application is 
responsible for granting access to the information within the system.  The access must:  
 

 Be compliant with the Users access management as detailed in the above sections.  

 Be separated into clearly defined roles.  

 Give the appropriate level of access required for the role of the users.  

 Be unable to be overridden (with the administrative settings removed or hidden 
from the users).  

 Be free from alteration by rights inherited from the operating system that could 
allow unauthorised higher levels of access.  

 Be logged and auditable. 
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7, Protocol Compliance  
In line with the overarching Records Management Policy if any user is found to have 
breached this protocol, they may be subject to South Lakeland District Council disciplinary 
procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have been committed further action may 
be taken to assist in the prosecution of the offender(s).  If you do not understand the 
implications of this protocol or how it may apply to you, seek advice from Principal 
Performance and Intelligence Officer.  
 
8, Exceptions 
In the following exceptional cases compliance with some parts of the protocol may be 
relaxed.  The parts that may be relaxed will depend on the particular circumstances of the 
incident in question.  
 

 If complying with the protocol would lead to physical harm or injury to a South 
Lakeland District Council Elected Member or Employee.  

 If complying with the protocol would cause significant damage to South Lakeland 
District Council’s reputation or ability to operate  

 If an emergency, within the context of the South Lakeland District Council Emergency 
Plan arises. 

 
In such cases, the user concerned must take the following action:  
 

 Ensure that the South Lakeland District Council’s Shared ICT Services Manager is 
aware of the situation and the action to be taken.  

 Ensure that the situation and the actions taken are recorded in as much detail as 
possible.  

 Ensure that the situation is reported to the SIRO/ DSIRO as soon as possible.  

 Failure to take these steps may result in disciplinary action.  
 
In addition, the Principal Performance and Intelligence Officer will maintain a list of known 
exceptions and non-conformities to the protocol.  The list will contain:  
 

 Known breaches that are in the process of being rectified.  

 Minor breaches that are not considered to be worth rectifying.  

 Any situations to which the protocol is not considered applicable.  
 
South Lakeland District Council will take no disciplinary action in relation to known, 
authorised exceptions to the ICT Access Protocol. 
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9, Protocol Governance  
The following table identifies who within South Lakeland District Council is Accountable, 
Responsible, Informed or Consulted with regards to this protocol.  
 
The following definitions apply:  

Responsible – the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing the 
protocol. 
Accountable – the person who has ultimate accountability and authority for the 
protocol. 
Consulted – the person(s) or groups to be consulted prior to final protocol 
implementation or amendment.  
Informed – the person(s) or groups to be informed after protocol implementation or 
amendment.  

 

Responsible Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Accountable SIRO 

Consulted SMT, HR 

Informed All Council Employees, All Temporary Staff, All Contractors 

 
10, References  
The following South Lakeland District Council documents are directly relevant to this 
protocol, and are referenced within this document:  

 
Framework Structure 

Information Governance Framework  

 Records Management Policy  

  Acceptable Use Policy  

   Remote Working Protocol  

   ICT Access Protocol  

   ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol  

   Social Media Protocol  
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KEY MESSAGES 
 

 Protected or Restricted information, and equipment used to store and process 
this information, must be stored securely.  

 Keys are not stored near these secure areas or lockable cabinets.  

 All general computer equipment must be located in suitable physical locations.  

 Desktop PCs should not have data stored on the local hard drive.  

 Non-electronic information must be assigned an owner and a classification. 
Protected or Restricted information must have appropriate information security 
controls in place to protect it.  

 Staff should be aware of their responsibilities in regard to the Data Protection 
Act.  

 Equipment that is to be reused or disposed of must have all of its data and 
software erased/ destroyed. 

 
 
1, Statement  
There shall be no unauthorised access to either physical or electronic information within the 
custody of the Council.  Protection shall be afforded to:  
 

 Sensitive paper records.  

 ICT equipment used to access electronic data.  

 ICT equipment used to access the Council network.  
 
2, Purpose  
The purpose of this protocol is to establish standards in regard to the physical and 
environmental security of the Council’s information, in line with section A9 of 
ISO/IEC/27001.  In order to ensure the continued protection of the personal, confidential 
and restricted information that South Lakeland District Council holds and uses, and to 
comply with legislative requirements, information security best practice and newly 
mandated security frameworks such as those attending credit and debit card transactions 
and access to the Government Connect Secure Extranet (GCSx), access to South Lakeland 
District Council’s information equipment and information must be protected.  
 
This protection may be as simple as a lock on a filing cabinet or as complex as the security 
systems in place to protect the Council’s ICT Storage Area Network.  The protection required 
needs to be appropriate to the level of information held and the consequential risks of 
unauthorised access.  No service should fall below the baseline security standard level of 
protection required for their teams and locations.  
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3, Scope 
All South Lakeland District Council Members, Committees, Services, Partners, Employees of 
the Council, contractual third parties and agents of the Council with access to South 
Lakeland District Council equipment and information (electronic and paper records) are 
responsible for ensuring the safety and security of the Council’s equipment and the 
information that they use or manipulate.  
 
4, Definition  
This protocol applies to all users of the Council’s owned or leased/ hired facilities and 
equipment.  The protocol defines what paper and electronic information belonging to the 
Council should be protected and offers guidance on how such protection can be achieved. 
This protocol also describes employee roles and the contribution staff make to the safe and 
secure use of information within the custody of the Council.  This protocol should be applied 
whenever a user accesses Council information or information equipment.  This protocol 
applies to all locations where information within the custody of the Council or information 
processing equipment is stored, including remote sites.  
 
5, Risks 
South Lakeland District Council recognises that there are risks associated with users 
accessing and handling information in order to conduct official Council business.  This 
protocol aims to mitigate the following risks:  
 

 Viruses, malware etc.  

 Increased risk of data loss and corresponding fines. 

 Inappropriate access to and unacceptable use of the Council’s network, software, 
facilities and documents.  

 Inadequate destruction of data.  

 The non-reporting of information security incidents.  

 Inconsistency in how users deal with ‘secure’ documents.  

 The impact of insufficient training for users.  

 The sharing of passwords.  

 Incorrect or inappropriate classification of documents.  

 Risk of reputation damage and further loss in public confidence.  

 Operational difficulties providing services. 
 
Non-compliance with this protocol could have a significant effect on the efficient operation 
of the Council and may result in financial loss and an inability to provide necessary services 
to our customers.  
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6, Applying the Protocol 
6.1, Secure Areas  
Protected and restricted information must be stored securely.  A risk assessment should 
identify the appropriate level of protection to be implemented to secure the information 
being stored.  
 
Physical security must begin with the building itself and an assessment of perimeter 
vulnerability must be conducted.  The building must have appropriate control mechanisms 
in place for the type of information and equipment that is stored there.  These could 
include, but are not restricted to, the following:  
 

 Alarms fitted and activated outside working hours.  

 Window and door locks.  

 Access control mechanisms fitted to all accessible doors (where codes are utilised 
they should be regularly changed and known only to those people authorised to 
access the area/building).  

 CCTV cameras.  

 Staffed reception area.  

 Protection against damage - e.g. fire, flood, vandalism. As an example, access to 
secure areas such as the Server room and ICT equipment rooms must be adequately 
controlled and physical access to buildings should be restricted to authorised 
persons.   

 
Staff working in secure areas should challenge anyone not wearing an identification badge. 
Each Service must ensure that doors and windows are properly secured.  Identification and 
access tools/ passes (e.g. badges, keys, entry codes etc.) must only be held by officers 
authorised to access those areas and should not be loaned/ provided to anyone else.  
 
Visitors to secure areas are required to sign in and out with arrival and departure times and 
are required to wear an identification badge.  An employee of the Council’s ICT Department 
must accompany and monitor all visitors accessing secure ICT areas at all times.  Keys to all 
secure areas housing ICT equipment and lockable ICT cabinets are held centrally by the 
Council’s ICT Department.  Keys are not stored near these secure areas or lockable cabinets. 
In all cases where security processes are in place, instructions must be issued to address the 
event of a security breach.  Where breaches do occur, or a member of staff leaves outside 
normal termination circumstances, all identification and access tools/ passes (e.g. badges, 
keys etc.) should be recovered from the staff member and any door/ access codes should be 
assessed as to the need to change.  
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6.2, Non-Electronic Information Security  
Paper based (or similar non-electronic) information must be assigned an owner and a 
classification as stated in the Information Security Standard.  If it is classified as PROTECT or 
RESTRICTED information security controls to protect it must be put in place.  A risk 
assessment should identify the appropriate level of protection for the information being 
stored.  Paper in an open office must be protected by the controls for the building (please 
refer to section 6.1) and via appropriate measures that could include, but are not restricted 
to, the following:  
 

 Filing cabinets that are locked with the keys stored away from the cabinet.  

 Locked safes.  

 Stored in a Secure Area protected by access controls.  
 
6.3 Equipment Security  
All general computer equipment must be located in suitable physical locations that:  
 

 Limit the risks from environmental hazards – e.g. heat, fire, smoke, water, dust and 
vibration.  

 Limit the risk of theft – e.g. if necessary items such as laptops should be physically 
attached to the desk.  

 Allow workstations handling sensitive data to be positioned so as to eliminate the 
risk of the data being seen by unauthorised people.  

 
Desktop PCs should not have data stored on the local hard drive.  Data should be stored on 
the network file servers where appropriate.  This ensures that information lost, stolen or 
damaged via unauthorised access can be restored with its integrity maintained.  All servers 
located outside of the data centre must be sited in a physically secure environment.   
 
Business critical systems should be protected by an Un-interrupted Power Supply (UPS) to 
reduce the operating system and data corruption risk from power failures.  
 
The equipment must not be moved or modified by anyone without authorisation from the 
Council’s ICT Department.  All items of equipment must be recorded on an inventory, both 
on the Council Operational Service Area and the ICT service specific inventory.  Procedures 
should be in place to ensure inventories are updated as soon as assets are received or 
disposed of.  All equipment must be security marked and have a unique asset number 
allocated to it.  This asset number should be recorded in the Service and the ICT inventories. 
For portable computer devices please refer to the Remote Working Policy.  
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6.4, Cabling Security  
Cables that carry data or support key information services must be protected from 
interception or damage.  Power cables should be separated from network cables to prevent 
interference.  Network cables should be protected by conduit and where possible avoid 
routes through public areas. 
 
6.5, Equipment Maintenance  
The Council’s ICT Department and Third Party suppliers must ensure that all of South 
Lakeland District Council’s ICT equipment is maintained in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions and with any documented internal procedures to ensure it 
remains in working order. Staff involved with maintenance should:  
 

 Retain all copies of manufacturer’s instructions.  

 Identify recommended service intervals and specifications. 

 Enable a call-out process in event of failure.  

 Ensure only authorised technicians complete any work on the equipment.  

 Record details of all remedial work carried out.  

 Identify any insurance requirements.  

 Record details of faults incurred and actions required.  
 
A service history record of equipment should be maintained so that when equipment 
becomes older decisions can be made regarding the appropriate time for it to be replaced.  
Equipment maintenance must be in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.  This 
must be documented and available for staff to use when arranging repairs.  
 
6.6, Security of Equipment Off Premises  
The use of equipment off-site must be formally approved by the user’s line manager. 
Equipment taken away from South Lakeland District Council premises is the responsibility of 
the user and should be:  
 

 Where applicable, be logged in and out.  

 Not be left unattended.  

 Concealed whilst transported.  

 Not be left open to theft or damage whether in the office, during transit or at home.  

 Where possible, be disguised (e.g. laptops should be carried in less formal bags).  

 Be encrypted if carrying protected or restricted information.  

 Be password protected.  

 Be adequately insured.  
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Further information can be found in the ICT Access Protocol and Remote Working Protocol. 
Users should ensure, where necessary and required, that insurance cover is extended to 
cover equipment which is used off site.  Users should also ensure that they are aware of and 
follow the requirements of the insurance policy.  Any losses/ damage must be reported to 
the Council’s ICT Department in the first instance.  Staff should be aware of their 
responsibilities in regard to Data Protection and be conversant with the Data Protection Act 
1998.  
 
6.7, Secure Disposal or Re-use of Equipment  
Equipment that is to be reused or disposed of must have all of its data and software erased/ 
destroyed.  If the equipment is to be passed onto another organisation (e.g. returned under 
a leasing agreement) the data removal must be achieved by using professional data 
removing software tools.  Contact the Council’s ICT Department to arrange the re-use or 
disposal of IT equipment.  Software media or services must be destroyed to avoid the 
possibility of inappropriate usage that could break the terms and conditions of the licences 
held.  
 
6.8, Delivery and Receipt of Equipment into the Council  
In order to confirm accuracy and condition of deliveries and to prevent subsequent loss or 
theft of stored equipment, the following must be applied:  
 

 Equipment deliveries must be signed for by an authorised individual using an 
auditable formal process. This process should confirm that the delivered items 
correspond fully to the list on the delivery note. Actual assets received must be 
recorded.  

 Loading areas and holding facilities should be adequately secured against 
unauthorised access and all access should be auditable.  

 Subsequent removal of equipment should be via a formal, auditable process. 
 
6.9, Regular Audit  
There should be a duty to audit information security arrangements regularly to provide an 
independent appraisal and recommend security improvements where necessary.  
 
7, Protocol Compliance  
In line with the overarching Records Management Policy if any user is found to have 
breached this protocol, they may be subject to South Lakeland District Council disciplinary 
procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have been committed further action may 
be taken to assist in the prosecution of the offender(s).  If you do not understand the 
implications of this protocol or how it may apply to you, seek advice from Principal 
Performance and Intelligence Officer.  
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8, Protocol Governance  
The following table identifies who within South Lakeland District Council is Accountable, 
Responsible, Informed or Consulted with regards to this protocol.  
 
The following definitions apply:  

Responsible – the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing the 
protocol. 
Accountable – the person who has ultimate accountability and authority for the 
protocol. 
Consulted – the person(s) or groups to be consulted prior to final protocol 
implementation or amendment.  
Informed – the person(s) or groups to be informed after protocol implementation or 
amendment.  

 

Responsible Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Accountable SIRO 

Consulted SMT, HR 

Informed All Council Employees, All Temporary Staff, All Contractors 

 
9, References  
The following South Lakeland District Council documents are directly relevant to this 
protocol, and are referenced within this document:  

 
Framework Structure 

Information Governance Framework  

 Records Management Policy  

  Acceptable Use Policy  

   Remote Working Protocol  

   ICT Access Protocol  

   ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol  

   Social Media Protocol  
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Document Control 

Organisation South Lakeland District Council 

Title Remote Working Protocol 

Author Paul Mountford 

Filename Remote Working Protocol.docx 

Owner Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Subject Records Management Policy 

Protective marking Internal – Public 

Review date April 2017 

 
 
Revision History 

Revision 
Date 

Revised By: Previous 
Version 

Description 

April 2016 Paul Mountford  Draft 

    

    

    

    

 
 
Document Approval 

Approval Name Date 
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KEY MESSAGES 
 

 It is the user’s responsibility to use portable computer devices in an acceptable 
way. This includes not installing software, taking due care and attention when 
moving portable computer devices and not emailing protected or restricted 
information to a non-Council email address.  

 Users should be aware of the physical security dangers and risks associated with 
working within any remote office or mobile working location.  

 It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that access to all protected or restricted 
information is controlled – e.g. through password controls.  

 All protected or restricted data held on portable computer devices must be 
encrypted. 

 
 
1, Statement  
South Lakeland District Council provides users with the facilities and opportunities to work 
remotely as appropriate.  South Lakeland District Council will ensure that all users who work 
remotely are aware of the acceptable use of portable computer devices and remote working 
opportunities. 
 
2, Purpose  
The purpose is to state the Remote Working Protocol of South Lakeland District Council.  
Portable computing devices are provided to assist South Lakeland District Council 
Employees to conduct official Council business efficiently and effectively.  This equipment 
and any other information stored on portable computing devices should be recognised as 
valuable organisational information assets and safeguarded appropriately. 
 
3, Scope 
The protocol applies to all South Lakeland District Council Employees, contractual third 
parties and agents of the Council who use South Lakeland District Council ICT facilities and 
equipment remotely or who require access to South Lakeland District Council information 
systems. 
 
4, Definition  
The protocol should be adhered to at all times whenever any user makes use of portable 
computing devices.  This protocol applies to all users’ use of South Lakeland District Council 
ICT equipment and personal ICT equipment when working on official Council business away 
from South Lakeland District Council premises – working remotely.  The protocol also 
applies to all users’ use of South Lakeland District Council ICT equipment and personal ICT 
equipment to access Council information systems or information whilst outside the United 
Kingdom. 
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Portable computing devices include, but are not restricted to, the following:  

 Laptop computers. 

 Tablet PCs. 

 PDAs. 

 Palm pilots. 

 Mobile phones. 

 Text pagers. 

 Wireless technologies. 
 
5, Risks 
South Lakeland District Council recognises that there are risks associated with users 
accessing and handling information in order to conduct official Council business.  The 
mobility, technology and information that make portable computing devices so useful to 
employees and organisations also make them valuable prizes for thieves.  Securing 
protected or restricted data when users work remotely or beyond the Council network is a 
pressing issue – particularly in relation to the Council’s need as an organisation to protect 
data in line with the requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998. 
 
This protocol aims to mitigate the following risks:  
 

 Increased risk of equipment damage, loss or theft.  

 Accidental or deliberate overlooking by unauthorised individuals.  

 Unauthorised access to protected and restricted information.  

 Unauthorised introduction of malicious software and viruses.  

 Potential sanctions against the Council or individuals imposed by the Information 
Commissioner’s Office as a result of information loss or misuse.  

 Potential legal action against the Council or individuals as a result of information loss 
or misuse.  

 Council reputational damage as a result of information loss or misuse. 
 
Non-compliance with this protocol could have a significant effect on the efficient operation 
of the Council and may result in financial loss and an inability to provide necessary services 
to our customers. 
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6, Applying the Protocol 
6.1, Supply 
All ICT equipment, including portable computer devices, supplied to users is the property of 
South Lakeland District Council.  It must be returned upon the request of South Lakeland 
District Council.  Access for the Council’s Shared ICT Services staff shall be given to allow 
essential maintenance security work or removal, upon request.  All ICT equipment will be 
supplied and installed by the Council’s Shared ICT Services.  Hardware and software must 
only be provided by the Council’s Shared ICT Services.   
 
Where users access Government Connect Secure Extranet (GCSx) type services, facilities or 
restricted information, under no circumstances should non-Council owned equipment be 
used. 
 
6.2, Responsibilities 
It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that the following points are adhered to at all times:  
 
Users must take due care and attention of portable computer devices when moving 
between home and another business site:  

 Users will not install or update any software on to a Council owned portable 
computer device.  

 Users will not change the configuration of any Council owned portable computer 
device.  

 Users will not install any hardware to or inside any Council owned portable 
computer device, unless authorised by South Lakeland District Council.  

 Users will allow the installation and maintenance of South Lakeland District Council 
installed Anti Virus updates immediately.  

 Users will inform the Shared ICT Service Desk of any Council owned portable 
computer device message relating to configuration changes.  

 Business critical data should be stored on a Council file and print server wherever 
possible and not held on the portable computer device.  

 All faults must be reported to the Shared ICT Service Desk.  

 Users must not remove or deface any asset registration number.  

 User registration must be requested from Line Managers.  Users must state which 
applications they require access to.  

 User requests for upgrades of hardware or software must be approved through the 
change control procedure.  Equipment and software will then be purchased and 
installed by Shared ICT Services.  

 The ICT equipment can be used for personal use by staff so long as it is not used in 
relation to an external business. Only software supplied and approved by South 
Lakeland District Council can be used (e.g. Word, Excel, Adobe, etc.).  

 No family members may use the ICT equipment.  The ICT equipment is supplied for 
the staff members’ sole use.  
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 The user must ensure that reasonable care is taken of the ICT equipment supplied. 
Where any fault in the equipment has been caused by the user, in breach of the 
above paragraphs, South Lakeland District Council may recover the costs of repair.  

 The user should seek advice from South Lakeland District Council before taking any 
Council supplied ICT equipment outside the United Kingdom.  The equipment may 
not be covered by the Council’s normal insurance against loss or theft and the 
equipment is liable to be confiscated by Airport Security personnel. 

 South Lakeland District Council may at any time, and without notice, request a 
software and hardware audit, and may be required to remove any equipment at the 
time of the audit for further inspection.  All users must co-operate fully with any 
such audit.  

 Any user who chooses to undertake work at home or remotely in relation to their 
official duties using their own ICT equipment must understand that they are not 
permitted to hold any database, or carry out any processing of protected or 
restricted information relating to the Council, its employees, or customers.  

 Under no circumstances should personal or restricted information be emailed to a 
private non-Council email address. For further information, please refer to the 
Acceptable Use Policy.  

 Any user accessing GCSx type services or facilities, or using GCSx protected or 
restricted information, must only use Council-owned equipment which has 
appropriate technical security and advanced authentication mechanisms whilst 
working remotely.  

 Users are not permitted to have the facility to print documents to a non-corporate 
printer when working remotely. 

 
6.3, Working Arrangements 
Users should be aware of the physical security dangers and risks associated with working 
within any remote office or mobile working location.   
 
Equipment should not be left where it would attract the interests of the opportunist thief.  
In the home it should also be located out of sight of the casual visitor.  For home working it 
is recommended that the office area of the house should be kept separate from the rest of 
the house.   
 
Equipment must be secured whenever it is not in use.  Users must ensure that personal 
identification numbers are kept in a separate location to the portable computer device at all 
times.   
 
All removable media devices and paper documentation must also not be stored with the 
portable computer device.   
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Paper documents are vulnerable to theft if left accessible to unauthorised people.  These 
should be securely locked away in suitable facilities (e.g. secure filing cabinets) when not in 
use.   
 
Documents should be collected from printers as soon as they are produced and not left 
where they can be casually read.  Waste paper containing protected or restricted 
information must be shredded to required standards. 
 
6.4, Access Control 
It is essential that access to all protected or restricted information is controlled.  This can be 
done through physical controls, such as locking the home office or locking the computer’s 
keyboard.  Alternatively, or in addition, this can be done logically such as by password 
controls or User Login controls.   
 
Portable computer devices should be switched off, logged off, or the keyboard locked when 
left unattended, even if only for a few minutes.   
 
All data on portable computer devices must, where possible, be encrypted.  If this is not 
possible, then all protected or restricted data held on the portable device must be 
encrypted. 
 
7, Protocol Compliance  
In line with the overarching Records Management Policy if any user is found to have 
breached this protocol, they may be subject to South Lakeland District Council disciplinary 
procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have been committed further action may 
be taken to assist in the prosecution of the offender(s).  If you do not understand the 
implications of this protocol or how it may apply to you, seek advice from Principal 
Performance and Intelligence Officer.  
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8, Protocol Governance  
The following table identifies who within South Lakeland District Council is Accountable, 
Responsible, Informed or Consulted with regards to this protocol.  
 
The following definitions apply:  

Responsible – the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing the 
protocol. 
Accountable – the person who has ultimate accountability and authority for the 
protocol. 
Consulted – the person(s) or groups to be consulted prior to final protocol 
implementation or amendment.  
Informed – the person(s) or groups to be informed after protocol implementation or 
amendment.  

 

Responsible Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Accountable SIRO 

Consulted SMT, Shared ICT Services 

Informed All Council Employees, All Temporary Staff, All Contractors 

 
9, References  
The following South Lakeland District Council documents are directly relevant to this 
protocol, and are referenced within this document:  

 
Framework Structure 

Information Governance Framework  

 Records Management Policy  

  Acceptable Use Policy  

   Remote Working Protocol  

   ICT Access Protocol  

   ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol  

   Social Media Protocol  
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KEY MESSAGES 
 

 The immediacy of social media platforms can be invaluable in times of service 
disruption. 

 All South Lakeland District Council Employees must take personal responsibility for 
anything that they say online. 

 The Council’s social media platforms enable the council to advise on service 
interruptions, clarify misinformation and help with residents’ queries and concerns. 

 Employees should be aware that any reports of inappropriate activity, linking them 
to the Council, maybe investigated. 

 Employees must not post content that colleagues or customers/ ratepayers, 
suppliers, vendors or partners would find offensive, including discriminatory 
comments, insults or obscenity. 

 
1, Statement  
South Lakeland District Council operates a number of social media accounts, specifically 
through Twitter and Facebook.  South Lakeland District Council Employees should be aware 
there are many more examples of social media that can be given and this is a constantly 
changing area.  South Lakeland District Council Employees should follow this protocol in 
relation to any social media they are using. 
 
2, Purpose  
The purpose of this protocol is to establish standards in regard to the use of social media 
platforms.  This protocol applies to the use of social media for both working and personal 
purposes, whether during office hours or otherwise.  This protocol applies regardless of 
whether the social media sites are accessed using the Council’s ICT facilities or equipment 
belonging to Employees.   
 
3, Scope 
This protocol applies to all employees and other workers (including casual and agency 
workers and contractors) who use the Council’s infrastructure and are granted access. 
 
4, Definition  
This protocol applies to all users of the Council’s social media accounts.  The protocol 
applies to South Lakeland District Council Employees of the Council own social media 
accounts. 
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5, Risks 
South Lakeland District Council recognises that the internet provides unique opportunities 
to participate in interactive discussions and share information on particular topics using a 
wide variety of social media.  However employees use of social media can pose risks to the 
Council’s reputation, confidential and proprietary information, jeopardise compliance with 
legal obligations or otherwise violate any Council policies.  To minimise the above risks and 
to ensure resources and communications systems are used for the needs of the service, the 
Council expects employees to adhere to this protocol. 
 
Non-compliance with this protocol could have a significant effect on the efficient operation 
of the Council and may result in financial loss and an inability to provide necessary services 
to our customers.  
 
6, Applying the Protocol 
6.1, Use of Social Media 
Social media is a general term used to describe any kind on online tool that can be used to 
share information.  Unlike a telephone conversation or email, the term social media refers 
to a broadcast medium.  Information presented using social media is likely to viewed buy a 
large audience.  Social media refers to such tools as: 
 

 Blogs 

 Photo sharing 

 Video sharing 

 Social networks 

 Mobile phone applications 

 Texting 

 Digital TV services 

 Gaming 

 Collaboration tools 
 
Social media is a cheap and effective way of reaching out to the community, sharing 
information and ideas.  The immediacy of social media platforms can be invaluable in times 
of service disruption. 
 
All use of social media should be treated and regarded as public and open to responses from 
people with different views and agendas.  This can be positive, but can also result in 
unwelcome criticism and abuse.  As a consequence the use of social media should be 
regarded as no different from talking loudly in a public place.  It is likely that any information 
shared using a social media platform will be viewed by people.  Once viewed comments, 
information and ideas can be posted and shared elsewhere online.  All South Lakeland 
District Council Employees must take personal responsibility for anything that they say 
online. 
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6.2, Social Media and the Law 
The public nature of social media raises some general legal considerations which all South 
Lakeland District Council Employees must be aware of. 
 

Libel 
Should an Employee of the Council publish an untrue statement about a person 
which is damaging to their reputation, then that person may make a libel action 
against the Employee.  In law this means a statement that lowers the reputation of a 
person or organisation in the eyes of a reasonable person.  By publishing such a 
statement the Council can get into serious trouble.  Any statement will be removed 
deemed libellous. 
 
Copyright 
Using images or text form a copyrighted source without obtaining permission is likely 
to breach copyright laws.  Should any South Lakeland District Council Employee be 
unsure then seek advice from the Principal Performance and Intelligence Officer. 
 
Safeguarding 
South Lakeland District Council has a duty to safeguard and promote the welfare of 
children and vulnerable adults.  All South Lakeland District Council Employees must 
promote online safety and make sure that all content is suitable.  Where possible, 
the Council will rely on the measures of protection and intervention which particular 
and specific social media platforms have in place (e.g. against illegal, harmful or 
offensive content), for example by flagging comments or alerting them to breaches 
of the social media platforms’ terms and conditions. 
 
Pre-election period (Purdah) 
In the six week run up to an election, whether local, general or European, the Council 
has to be very careful not to do or say anything that could be seen in any way to 
support any political party or candidate.  South Lakeland District Council will 
continue to publish important service announcements using social media but will 
remove responses that are overtly party political or that seeks, or could be 
perceived, to seek to influence people to vote for a particular candidate. 

 
6.3, Corporate Social Media Accounts 
South Lakeland District Council’s Twitter and Facebook accounts provide a way of reaching 
the residents of South Lakeland.  The primary aim of the Council’s social media is to 
encourage people to access information and services available on our web pages and those 
of our partners.  The Council’s social media platforms enable the council to advise on service 
interruptions, clarify misinformation and help with residents’ queries and concerns. 
 
Access to the Council’s corporate social media accounts is limited to specific named officers.  
Services and staff are encouraged to use these accounts for work-related social media 
activity. 
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Whilst maintaining an informal style, South Lakeland District Council reserve the right to 
remove any contributions that break the rules or guidelines of the relevant social media 
platform, specifically Twitter and Facebook, or: 
 

 Are not civil, tasteful and relevant. 

 Are unlawful, libellous, harassing, defamatory, abusive, threatening, harmful, 
obscene, profane, sexually orientated or racially offensive. 

 Contain swearing. 

 Contain content copied from elsewhere, for which the copyright may be breached. 

 Are repeat postings, or very similar messages – also called ‘spamming’. 

 Publicise personal information such as contact details. 

 Advertise products and services. 

 Impersonate someone else. 
 
6.3, Personal Use 
South Lakeland District Council understands that employees may use their own devices, 
such as hand-held devices, to access social media while they are at work.  Employees must 
limit their use of social media on their own equipment.   
 
Employees should be aware that the Code of Conduct for Local Government Employees 
covers issues on disclosure of information and should bear this in mind when using social 
media (in a personal capacity) outside of work.  Employees should be aware that any reports 
of inappropriate activity, linking them to the Council, maybe investigated. 
 
Employees who use social media to portray their views on topics, even in a private or 
personal capacity, should exercise caution because given the nature, level and perception of 
their post, it may place them in breach of this protocol.   
 
This applies regardless of whether or not privacy settings are applied.  Employees are 
prohibited from posting disparaging or defamatory statements about:  
 

 South Lakeland District Council. 

 Its customers/ ratepayers. 

 Its employees. 

 Suppliers and vendors. 

 Any other stakeholders and affiliates. 
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If employees see content or become aware of content in social media that disparages or 
reflects poorly on the Council or its employees or which would potentially breach this 
protocol, they are required to inform their line manager in the first instance in line with the 
relevant policy i.e. Grievance Policy, Whistleblowing Policy, Dignity at Work Policy.  All 
employees are responsible for protecting South Lakeland District Council’s reputation. 
 
Statements in relation to South Lakeland District Council projects or proposals should not be 
posted on social media until such projects are fully approved and signed off for public 
disclosure in accordance Council process.   
 
This includes designs, specifications or matters censored as exemptions in accordance with 
Data Protection or Freedom of Information guidance.  Employees are prohibited from 
disclosing confidential information and intellectual property.  Employees should treat 
confidential information and intellectual property accordingly and not do anything to 
jeopardise them through the use of social media. 
 
In addition, employees should avoid misappropriating or infringing the intellectual property 
of other Council, organisations/ companies and individuals, which can create liability for the 
Council, as well as the individual author. 
 
Employees must not post content that colleagues or customers/ ratepayers, suppliers, 
vendors or partners would find offensive, including discriminatory comments, insults or 
obscenity.  Employees should not post content related to colleagues or customers/ 
ratepayers, suppliers, vendors or partners without their written permission. 
 
7, Protocol Compliance  
In line with the overarching Records Management Policy if any user is found to have 
breached this protocol, they may be subject to South Lakeland District Council disciplinary 
procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have been committed further action may 
be taken to assist in the prosecution of the offender(s).  If you do not understand the 
implications of this protocol or how it may apply to you, seek advice from Principal 
Performance and Intelligence Officer.  
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8, Protocol Governance  
The following table identifies who within South Lakeland District Council is Accountable, 
Responsible, Informed or Consulted with regards to this protocol.  
 
The following definitions apply:  

Responsible – the person(s) responsible for developing and implementing the 
protocol. 
Accountable – the person who has ultimate accountability and authority for the 
protocol. 
Consulted – the person(s) or groups to be consulted prior to final protocol 
implementation or amendment.  
Informed – the person(s) or groups to be informed after protocol implementation or 
amendment.  

 

Responsible Principal Performance & Intelligence Officer 

Accountable SIRO 

Consulted SMT, HR, Communications & Customer Contact 

Informed All Council Employees, All Temporary Staff, All Contractors 

 
9, References  
The following South Lakeland District Council documents are directly relevant to this 
protocol, and are referenced within this document:  

 
Framework Structure 

Information Governance Framework  

 Records Management Policy  

  Acceptable Use Policy  

   Remote Working Protocol  

   ICT Access Protocol  

   ICT Infrastructure Security Protocol  

   Social Media Protocol  
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South Lakeland District Council 

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

6 September 2016 

Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy 

 

PORTFOLIO: Councillor Sue Sanderson - Environment and People 
Portfolio Holder 

REPORT FROM: Shelagh McGregor -  Assistant Director (Resources) 
& Chief Finance Officer 

REPORT AUTHOR Andrew Reay – Human Resources Manager 

WARDS: Not applicable 

KEY DECISION: Not applicable 

 

1.0 EXPECTED OUTCOME 

1.1 The Human Resources Committee are asked to consider and approve the 
new Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy for implementation.  

2.0 RECOMMENDATION 

2.1 It is recommended that the Human Resources Committee approves the 
new Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy for implementation. 

3.0 BACKGROUND AND PROPOSALS 

3.1 The Council is committed to providing a safe and healthy working 
environment for its employees, as required under the Health and Safety at 
Work Act 1974. This includes an obligation to take all reasonable steps to 
minimise the risk of accidents or injuries occurring at work as a result of 
employees affected by alcohol and/or other substances. 

 The Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy has been developed to set out the 
Council’s approach to managing employees who may have a dependency on 
alcohol and/or other substances and to provide a framework to take a pro-
active and engaging approach in the management of such cases, it also 
provides clarity so that employees know how they can expect to be treated 
and to ensure that the treatment is consistent. 

Whilst the overarching purpose of the policy is to provide a supportive 
approach to employees who misuse alcohol and/or substances, the policy 
does clearly explain the consequences of failing to comply and provides the 
process to enforce the policy. 
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4.0 CONSULTATION 

4.1 The HR Policies and Allowances working group is made up of Union and HR 
representatives.  This working group review the HR policies, procedures and 
guidelines and recommend amendments as appropriate. 

4.2 The Joint Consultative Panel discussed the Policy at its meeting on 24 August 
2016, and comments from that meeting, and the Union Representatives, have 
been incorporated into the draft attached to this report.  If the policy is adopted 
guidance to support its operation will be produced in consultation with the 
Unions.  

5.0 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS 

5.1 There are no alternative options proposed for the reasons set out above. 

6.0 LINKS TO COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

6.1 A clear policy ensures that the council continues to work towards the Council 
Plan by ensuring excellence and openness. 

7.0 IMPLICATIONS 

7.1 Financial and Resources 

7.1.1 There is no financial cost in implementing this policy. 

7.2 Human Resources 

7.2.1 Locally agreed policies and procedures are incorporated into the Terms and 
Conditions of Employment for all employees.  Full consultation with the 
recognised unions will take place in line with statutory requirements. 

7.3 Legal 

There are no legal implications other than the employment issues that are 
dealt with in the body of this report and within the Human Resources section. 

7.4 Health, Social, Economic and Environmental 

Have you completed and Health, 
Social, Economic and Environmental 
Impact Assessment? 

Yes ☒ No ☐ 

If yes, please confirm that it is 
attached to the report in the 
appendices. 

Yes ☒ No ☐ 

Summary of health, social, economic 
and environmental impacts. 

This policy will have a positive impact by 
encouraging employees affected by alcohol 
and drug or substance misuse to seek help at 
an early stage in order to improve the 
chances of a successful change in behaviour. 

 

7.5 Equality and Diversity   

Have you completed an Equality 
Impact Analysis? 

Yes ☐ No ☒ 

If yes, please confirm that it is 
attached to the report in the 

Yes ☐ No ☐ 
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appendices. 

If you have not completed an 
Equality Impact Analysis, please 
explain your reasons. 

This policy will apply to all employees 
and there will be no disproportionate 
impact on any specific groups. 

 

7.6 Risk 

Risk Consequence Controls required 

The new Alcohol and 
Substance Misuse 
Policy is not approved. 

There is no up to date 
policy in place  

The new Alcohol and 
Substance Misuse 
Policy is approved. 

 

CONTACT OFFICERS 

Andrew Reay, Human Resources Manager, 01539 793299 
a.reay@southlakeland.gov.uk    

 

APPENDICES ATTACHED TO THIS REPORT  

Appendix No.  

1 Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy 

2 Health, Social, Economic & Environmental Impact Guidance & 
Proforma 

 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE 

None 

TRACKING INFORMATION 

Assistant 
Director 

Portfolio 
Holder 

Solicitor to the 
Council 

SMT Scrutiny 
Committee 

01/08/16  04/08/16 04/08/16 N/A 

Executive 
(Cabinet) 

Committee Council Section 151 
Officer 

Monitoring 
Officer 

N/A N/A N/A 01/08/16 01/08/16 

Human 
Resource 
Services 
Manager 

Leader 

 

Ward 
Councillor(s) 

 

Unions  

N/A N/A N/A 01/08/16  
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APPENDIX 1  

1 
 

 

ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE MISUSE POLICY 
 

1.0   INTRODUCTION 

 
South Lakeland District Council is committed to ensuring the health, safety 
and welfare of its employees and those affected by its activities.  
 
The Council recognises that issues relating to drug or substance misuse do 
not, typically, happen quickly.  Personal trauma, circumstances or events may 
lead an individual to form a relationship with alcohol or substances which is 
difficult to break. This policy is designed to help protect workers from the 
dangers of alcohol and substance misuse and to encourage those misusing 
alcohol and / or substances to seek help.  
 
The Council will take all reasonable steps to reduce, and wherever possible 
eliminate, the risk of injuries or incidents occurring due to individuals affected 
by alcohol or substance misuse.  
 
 

2.0 SCOPE OF THE POLICY 
 
This Policy applies to all permanent and temporary employees of South 
Lakeland District Council, whether employed on a full time or part time basis. 
 
 

3.0 AIM 
 
The aim of this policy is to: 
 

 Provide employees and managers with information on the effects of 
alcohol and drugs and an understanding of the likely symptoms of 
misuse.   

 

 Highlight to employees the risks associated with alcohol and substance 
misuse and to promote a positive attitude towards the responsible use 
of alcohol and prescribed drugs. 

 

 Encourage employees to seek help at an early stage in order to 
improve the chances of a successful change in behaviour 

 

 Encourage employees and managers to intervene at an early stage 
should there be any concerns about an employee’s potential addiction 
to alcohol or drugs. 
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 Support to employees with an addiction through any treatment plans.  
 
 
4.0 PRINCIPLES 

 

This Policy embodies the following principles: 

 

 The Council cannot condone illegal acts and therefore anyone found 

possessing, trafficking, taking or selling drugs or alcohol on Council 

premises or whilst undertaking Council business may be subject to 

disciplinary action, and the Police may be informed.  

 

 All employees who are employed to drive for the Council or who use their 

own car for Council Business must ensure they are not under the 

influence of alcohol or drugs during working hours and in other situations 

when engaged on behalf of the Council.  

 

 All employees who are employed to drive for the Council or who use their 

own car for Council Business must ensure that any prescribed drugs or 

over the counter medications could not impact their ability to perform their 

role.  Therefore, they should make enquiries about the side effects of the 

medication and discuss these with their manager.   

 

 The Council wishes to support employees who are showing signs of 

alcohol and substance misuse through access to confidential counselling, 

occupational health, signposting to other agencies (Appendix A) and 

offering support around managing and coping with change.   

 

 The Council recognises that when employees are first identified as 
suffering from alcohol and substance misuse supportive measures will be 
followed.  If, following support the employee’s condition does not improve 
it may be necessary to proceed using the Capability Policy, Sickness 
Absence Management Policy and / or the Disciplinary Policy. 
 

 The term “misuse” may take the form of occasional, regular or continued 
use of alcohol or substances, which may temporarily impair judgement, 
behaviour or work performance.   
 

 There will be times when it is suspected an employee or the employee 
confides that they are misusing alcohol and / or substances following 
issues of conduct or performance being raised, such as attending work 
and/or carrying out duties whilst under the influence of alcohol or some 
other substance.  If the issues are related to alcohol or substance misuse 
and for as long as the employee complies with any Occupational Health 
recommendations, specialist treatments and support plans, the 
procedures that would normally apply, under the Disciplinary Policy, 
Capability Policy and / or Sickness Absence Management Policy, may be 
postponed. 
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 Employees who are abusing alcohol and / or substances are not covered 
by the Equality Act 2010 unless the employee is addicted to drugs which 
were originally prescribed for medical reasons.   In these circumstances 
the Council will comply with the provisions of the Equality Act 2010.  
Further advice from Human Resources should be sought in this instance. 
 

 The Council reserves the right to undertake compulsory alcohol / drug 

tests on any employee when there is just cause, see section 9.0.   

 

 The Council reserves the right to undertake random alcohol / drug tests of 

all employees who undertake safety critical operations.  Random testing 

will only apply to those engaged in safety critical operations, the relevant 

local manager can provide advice on the affected posts. 

 

 

5.0 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
5.1 Employees 
 
Employees have the responsibility to: 

 

 Familiarise themselves with the policy and be aware that failure to comply 
with recommendations made under this policy could result in them being 
subject to the Capability Policy, Disciplinary Policy and / or Sickness 
Absence Management Policy.  This could ultimately lead to their dismissal 
from the Council. 
 

 Be aware of their legal duty to ensure the health and safety of themselves 
and others whilst at work. 
 

 Present themselves for work free of any impairment due to alcohol or 
substance misuse. 
 

 Seek help if they believe they have an alcohol or substance misuse 
problem and inform their manager accordingly. 
 

 Seek advice from their doctor or pharmacist where prescribed drugs or 
those bought over the counter have clear side effects which may impair 
their performance at work, and then inform their manager accordingly. 
 

 Raise concerns about fellow employees in total confidence with either their 
manager or Human Resources.  However, this may result in managers 
acting upon this information. 

 

5.2 Managers 

 
 Managers have the responsibility to: 
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 Ensure they are familiar with the contents of this policy. 
 

 Be aware of the signs / effects of alcohol or substance misuse and to 
monitor changes in performance, conduct and attendance. 
 

 Raise concerns about any employee they suspect is misusing alcohol or 
substance with the employee as soon as possible and offer support. 
 

 Sympathetically support any employee who admits to having a problem 
and provide them with every opportunity to receive help.  
 

 Inform Human Resources as soon as possible so that appropriate advice 
and support can be provided. 

 

 Refer the employee to Occupational Health for advice and support as soon 
as possible. 
 

 To undertake a risk assessment to ascertain whether they are able to 
carry on out their role, and that control measures are adopted to protect 
the employee and others. 
 

 Ensure confidentiality is maintained at all times during the process.  
 

 Maintain detailed records of the meetings and interventions that take 
place. 

 

 To implement, where applicable, the Disciplinary Policy, Sickness 
Absence Policy or Capability Policy when an employee admits to having 
an alcohol or substance misuse problem or where medical evidence 
indicates there is an alcohol and substance misuse problem but the 
employee refuses help. 

 
5.3 Human Resources 

 
 Human Resources will be responsibility for: 

 

 Supporting managers who suspect one of their employees has a drug 
and alcohol problem or an employee has admitted to having an alcohol 
and drug problem. 
 

 Supporting the referral to Occupational Health and ensuring any 
recommendations are implemented. 

 

 Producing and maintaining guidance for managers and employees on 
the operational aspects of the policy, including protocols and 
instructions on undertaking workplace testing. 
 

6.0 ALCOHOL OR SUBSTANCE MISUSE 
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 The health, attendance, conduct and / or performance of an employee who is 
showing signs of alcohol and / or substance misuse is likely to be negatively 
impacted.   
 
Below are some of the signs and symptoms that can indicate someone is 
either currently under the influence of alcohol and / or drugs or may be 
misusing alcohol or drugs. 
 
Signs of current intoxication: 

 

 Unsteadiness 

 Smell of alcohol / solvents 

 Aggression 

 Incoherence 

 Slurred speech 

 Blood-shot eyes 

 Appearing to be detached from reality 

 Making inappropriate comments 

 Giggling / Giddiness 

 Drowsiness 

 Inappropriate giggling 

 Flushed Cheeks 

 Other uncharacteristic behaviour 
 
Signs of a possible long-term problem: 

 Poor attendance 

 Late to work / returning from lunch 

 Many self-certified absences 

 Poor performance – quality & quantity 

 Accidents e.g. slips, trips & falls 

 Deterioration in appearance 

 Depression 

 Anxiety 

 Low concentration 

 Mood swings 

 Aggressive – picks arguments 

 Concern expressed by colleagues 

 Regular Headaches 

 Weight Loss 
 
However, it should be noted that these characteristics are not confined to 
alcohol and substance misuse so caution should be exercised in the 
interpretation.  If you have any doubts or need further advice please contact 
Human Resources. 

 
 
7.0  SELF-REFERRAL 
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The Council encourages any employee misusing alcohol and / or substances 

to come forward and seek help.  Early identification and treatment is essential 

to avoid problems for the employee and Council at a later date.  Any 

employee who does come forward with a problem will be treated with 

sensitivity and dignity and will have the opportunity to seek help from 

Occupational Health. 

 

All information relating to the individual’s medical condition will be kept 

confidential and all absences for treatment and rehabilitation will be regarded 

as normal sickness and dealt with within the scope of the Sickness Absence 

Management Policy. 

 

Any employee who wishes to self-report that they believe that they have an 

alcohol and / or substance misuse problem should speak to their line 

manager.  

 

The following steps will be taken: 

 

 Contact Human Resources for advice and support. 

 

 Referral to Occupational Health for advice and support.  

 

 Signposting to other agencies (appendix A). 

 

 A risk assessment to be completed immediately to review working 

activities, put in place control measures and remove the employee from any 

safety critical operations. 

 

 On-going weekly meetings with their line manager to offer support and any 

appropriate actions including supporting managing change or difficult 

situations.  

 

The employee must commit to any support plan recommended by 

Occupational Health.  Failure to do so may result in disciplinary or capability 

proceedings being implemented. 

 

If an employee is already within the Capability Procedure, Sickness Absence 

Management Policy or Disciplinary Policy and the manager believes that 

alcohol/substance misuse has contributed towards the poor performance or 

conduct issues then the formal procedures may be postponed.  However, the 

formal procedures will be recommenced if the support that has been put in 

place has not resulted in any improvement. 

 

 

8.0 MANAGEMENT REFERRAL 
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A manager who has any concerns about an employee who might have an 

alcohol or substance misuse problem should arrange to discuss this with the 

employee at the earliest opportunity.  The purpose of the discussion is to: 

 

 Inform the employee of their concerns which may include an identified 

deteriorating pattern in work performance or conduct 

 

 Ask the employee for their view on the problems, their nature and the 

reasons behind them 

 

 Explain the consequences of continued lowered work performance or 

conduct 

 

 Remind the employee of this policy and the support that is available to 

them. 

 

If an employee accepts that they do have a problem (or if following the 

discussion the manager still has concerns), the employee should be referred 

to Occupational Health. 

 

If the employee does not accept they have a problem, any concerns about 

their performance or conduct should be dealt with through either the Sickness 

Absence Management Policy, Capability Policy or the Disciplinary Policy.  

Human Resource will be able to provide further advice. 

 
If an employee presents themselves for work and their manager suspects that 
they are under the influence of drugs and / or alcohol to the extent that they 
are a hazard to themselves and others and / or their work is impaired, the 
manager should suspend the employee having first arranged a time and place 
to meet with them the following morning, or as soon as is reasonably possible.  
Although a Human Resources representative would not normally attend these 
meetings, the manager may contact Human Resources for advice.  If the 
manager suspects that the employee is likely to attempt to drive their vehicle 
and believes they are not in a fit state to do so, the manager may order the 
employee a taxi (the taxi will be paid for by the employee).  However, it must 
be stressed that the responsibility is on the employee (and not the manager) 
to get themselves home in a safe and legal manner. 
 

9.0 COMPULSORY TESTING 

 

The Council reserves the right to undertake compulsory alcohol / drug tests of 

any employees when there is just cause.  Examples of just cause are;  

 

 When an employee is involved in an accident or serious incident (including 
near misses) while at work. 
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 A manager or supervisor believes an employee’s actions or behaviour 
gives reasonable grounds to suspect that they are unfit through alcohol or 
drugs. 
 

 Discovery of drug and/or alcohol paraphernalia at a work location. 
 

 Possession of a controlled substance. 
 

 Signs of current intoxication. 
 

 Information provided by a reliable source to suggest an employee is at work 
and under the influence of alcohol or substance misuse. 

 
If an employee is hospitalised as a result of an accident or incident at work, 
they will only be subject to a compulsory alcohol or drug test with the consent 
of their medical practitioner.  Medical attention should always be a priority if 
required.   Consideration must always be given to the medical condition of the 
employee and the moral and ethical implications of testing in these 
circumstances. 
 

 

 

10.0 RANDOM TESTING 

 
Random alcohol and drug testing will be carried out on employees who work 
in safety-critical jobs, as defined by the relevant Operational Manager.  
 

11.0 TESTING FOR ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE MISUSE 

 
Alcohol and drug testing will only be carried out by a nominated person who 
does not work in the Department that the employee being tested works.  The 
Council will ensure the nominated person is competent to undertake alcohol 
and drug testing using accepted and reliable methods.  They will also ensure 
that tests are carried out with the least possible intrusion into employees' 
privacy. All possible measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality of 
test results, and checks will take place to avoid any false results. 
 
Employees who are tested have the right to be informed of their test result 
before the result is passed to the Operational Manager, or more Senior 
Manager. 
 
An employee who unreasonably refuses to submit to an alcohol and drug 
test in accordance with the Council's rules may be subject to disciplinary 
action with any decisions based on the information that is available at the 
time. 
 
If a test proves positive, the employee will be invited to attend a formal 
meeting with the Operational Manager or more senior manager. The 
employee will have the right to be accompanied by a colleague or trade union 
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official or some other person of their choosing who is not acting in a legal 
capacity at this interview. 
The outcome of the meeting will depend on the circumstances but where the 
employee accepts that they have an issue with alcohol or drug misuse, the 
process outline in section 8 will be followed.  If the employee does not accept 
they have an alcohol or substance misuse, the Capability Policy, Sickness 
Absence Management Policy and / or the Disciplinary Policy will be followed.  
 
 

12.0 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND REHABILITATION 
 
Occupational Health will offer help, advice and support for any employee who 
is suffering from alcohol or substance misuse.  They will also make the 
employee aware of further sources of help outside work.   
 
Occupational Health will also undertake any alcohol or drug testing in 
accordance with their professional standards. 
 
To assist with the employee’s rehabilitation, the employee may be given, with 
careful consideration and agreement from their manager, the following 
options: 

 

 remaining in work 
 

 taking sickness absence, if medical opinion i.e. Occupational Health 
supports this 
 

 having their hours of work, or type of work temporarily changed 
 
These options will be considered within the scope of what is considered to be 
reasonable to the Council and the employee. 
 
Occupational Health will continue to support the employee until their health 
has improved and they are fit to return to their normal work.  Any employee 
who refuses to accept help or who discontinues an approved course of 
treatment without good cause may be subject to disciplinary action. 

  
 
13.0 REVIEW 

 
This Policy will be reviewed on a regular basis in the light of operating 
experience and/or changes in legislation. 
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Appendix A 

Sources of Help and Advice 

Addaction 
 

www.addaction.org.uk 

Al-Alon 
Family Groups 
 

www.al-anonuk.org.uk 
020 7403 0888 

Alcohol concern www.alcoholconcern.org.uk 
 

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) Tel: 0800 9177 650 
www.alcoholics-anonymous.co.uk 
 

CADAS Kendal Stricklandgate House 
92 Stricklandgate 
Kendal 
Cumbria 
LA9 4PU 
 
Tel: 01539 742615 

CRI Inspire Lancaster 24 Great Johns Street 
Lancaster 
Lancashire 
LA1 1NG 
 
Tel: 08458 941 745 
This is a premium number which will be charged at a higher rate. 
The service provider has not yet provided details about the service 
charge 

 
Drugscope 32-36 Loman Street 

London 
SE1 0EE 
Tel: 020 7928 1211 
www.drugscope.org.uk 
 

National Drugs Helpline 
 

Tel: 0800 776600 
www.ndh.org.uk 
 

National Alcohol Helpline Tel: 0300 123 1110 
 

NHS Website www.nhs.uk/livewell 
 

Occupational Health via referral 
from Human Resources 
 

CueDoc Occupational Health 
Suite 3 
Telford House 
Riverside 
Warwick Road 
Carlisle CA1 2BT 
 
Tel: 01228 513687 
Email: office@cuedocoh.co.uk 
www.cuedococcupationalheatlh.co.uk 
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Unity drug and Alcohol Recovery 
Service (Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday) 

39 Stricklandgate 
Kendal 
Cumbria 
LA9 4LT 
 
Tel: 01539 742 780 
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 South Lakeland District Council 

Health, Social, Economic & Environmental Impact Guidance & Proforma 
 

Project, policy or programme: Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy 

Health Impacts Potential Impacts 

Positive No 
impact 

Negative Not 
sure 

Comments Recommendations 

Please tick the appropriate box   

Environmental Conditions 
Air quality 

 

 x     

Water quality and 
pollution 

 

 x     

Built environment 

 

 x     

Natural environment 
and biodiversity 

 

 x     

Energy 
consumption/efficiency 

 

 x     

Noise 

 

 x     

Transport 

 

 x     

Recycling 

 

 x     

Food production 

 

 x     

Social and Economic Factors 
Employment 

 

 x     

Income 

 

 x     

Poverty 

 

 x     

Education, skills and 
training 

 

 x     

Housing 

 

 x     

Crime 

 

 x     

Work environment 

 

 x     
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Project, policy or programme: Alcohol and Substance Misuse Policy 

Health Impacts Potential Impacts 

Positive No 
impact 

Negative Not 
sure 

Comments Recommendations 

Please tick the appropriate box   

Factors that impact a person’s ability to improve their own health and wellbeing 
Nutrition and diet 

 

 x     

Physical activity 

 

 x     

Alcohol 

 

 

 
 
 
 
x 

   This policy will have a 
positive impact by 
encouraging 
employees affected 
by alcohol 
dependency to seek 
help at an early stage 
in order to improve 
the chances of a 
successful change in 
behaviour. 

 

Drugs 

 

 

 
 
 
 
x 

   This policy will have a 
positive impact by 
encouraging 
employees affected 
by drug or substance 
misuse to seek help 
at an early stage in 
order to improve the 
chances of a 
successful change in 
behaviour. 

 

Risk taking behaviour 

 

 x     

Smoking 

 

 x     

Loneliness and 
isolation 

 

 x     

Access to services, spaces or social opportunities that impact health 
Communication 
methods 

 

 x     

Active travel 

 

 x     

Access to leisure 

 

 x     

Access to culture 

 

 x     

Access to green 
spaces 

 

 x     
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